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1. Introduction

The technology used to achieve the conversion of available
mechanical energy into usable electricity has been vastly domi-
nated by electromagnetic systems based on Lorentz force or var-
iable inductance. However, in the past decades, the demand and
the type of use of electrical power has gone through significant
changes, bringing new needs and challenges. On the one hand,
there is a need of electricity sources in the small-scale range
to provide or extend the power supply for emerging devices
such as wireless, portable, wearable, implantable electronics,

or distributed sensing/monitoring
systems.[1–5] On the other hand and on
the large scale, there is a growing demand
of grid electricity which should be
produced starting from novel sustainable/
renewable energy resources.[6–9]

These new requirements have pushed
researchers to conceive solutions to
scavenge forms of mechanical energy in
conditions where conventional electrome-
chanical generators struggle to excel. In
particular, novel energy conversion devices
have been conceived with the aim of
improving electricity generation from non-
steady sources of power that are associated
with oscillating/time-varying forces and
motions. These include the vibration of

structures, relative motion between machine components, human
motion, and natural sources of energy such as waves or wind.

Toward this aim, several novel mechanical-to-electrical energy
conversion principles have been studied and demonstrated
in the form of generators based on linear electromagnetic
devices,[10] triboelectric materials,[11] pyroelectric,[12] reverse
electrowetting,[13] carbon nanotube yarns,[14] and dielectric
elastomers (DEs).[15]

Among them, the class of DE generators (DEGs) represents a
promising alternative. DE transducers were conceived at the end
of past century. By leveraging on an electrostatic variable-
capacitance principle, they can pursue different operation
modes, such as actuators, generators, and sensors.[16,17] Their
operation relies on the variable electrostatic capacitor principle.
Specifically, DEGs are considered as a very promising energy
conversion technology thanks to their attributes of: 1) intrinsically
cyclical working principle that well matches alternating/
time-varying quality of the mechanical energy; 2) high energy
densities of up to theoretical values of 3 J g�1[18] and experimental
values of up to 0.78 J g�1;[19] 3) convertible energy density which is
theoretically independent of the operating frequency; 4) low-cost
of the raw materials; 5) light weight, architectural simplicity (with
few or no moving rigid parts), and silent operation. In contrast
with piezoelectric or electromagnetic generators, which struggle
to adapt to millimeter- or meter-scale, respectively,[20–22] the lay-
out and principle of DEGs can be virtually adapted to different
dimensional ranges, enabling a diversity of applications, from
human motion to renewable energy harvesting.[23]

To accomplish the generation task, DEGs are equipped with
driving electronics, capable of controlling their electrical activa-
tion, and a sensing system, that makes it possible to evaluate the
state of the DEG and to manage the electrical activation accord-
ingly. The combination of DEG, conversion electronics, and
sensing system is here referred to as the dielectric elastomer
generator system (DEGS).
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Dielectric elastomer generator systems (DEGSs) are a class of electrostatic soft-
transducers capable of converting oscillating mechanical power from different
sources into usable electricity. Over the past years, a diversity of DEGSs has been
conceived, integrated, and tested featuring diverse topologies and implemen-
tation characteristics tailored on different applications. Herein, the recent
advances on DEGSs are reviewed and illustrated in terms of design of hardware
architectures, power electronics, and control, with reference to the different
application targets, including large-scale systems such as ocean wave energy
converters, and small-scale systems such as human motion or ambient vibration
energy harvesters. Finally, challenges and perspectives for the advancement of
DEGSs are identified and discussed.
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This article aims at reviewing the current state of the DEGS
including aspects related to the choice of topology, electronics,
and control. In addition, DEGS are analyzed in the context of
their application including the harvesting of energy from human
motion power, structural and machine vibrations, and renewable
energy sources. The article is organized as follows. In Section 2,
generalities and working principle of DEG are presented, includ-
ing a summary of the available generator topologies that have
been conceived and implemented so far. Section 3 is focused
on the different types of driving and control electronics that
are used for laboratory prototypes, distributed and wearable
applications, and large-scale energy harvesting. Section 4
presents a critical overview of the different applications for which
DEGS have been devised and studied. Section 5 presents the con-
clusions and a discussion on open challenges and future research
and development directions.

2. Generalities on DEGs

2.1. Operating Principle

A DE transducer consists of a layer of deformable elastomeric
dielectric material (namely, the DE), coated with compliant elec-
trodes so as to form a variable capacitor.[17] In general, a DE
transducer can work either as an actuator, a generator, or a sen-
sor. In the actuator mode, electrostatic forces are used to induce
the capacitor’s deformation and make work against a mechanical
load.[16] In generators (DEGs), the capacitor is cyclically
deformed by external mechanical forces, leading to an increase
in the electrostatic potential energy of the charges present on the
electrodes.[24] Finally, in DE sensors, capacitance variation meas-
urements are exploited to sense a stretch or an applied force.[25]

Specifically, the operating principle of a DEG can be described
in terms of a cyclic sequence of electromechanical transforma-
tions. To give an example, we make reference to a position-
controlled planar DEG unit subject to uniform stretches on the
electrodes plane, driven according to a cycle (Figure 1a) with the
following phases:

(P1) As the DEG initially dwells in configuration (A), where its
capacitance is minimum (Cmin), external loads make it expand

and lead it to configuration (B), where the capacitance is maxi-
mum (Cmax). During this phase no charge is present on the DEG.

(P2) As the DEG configuration is held locked, charge Q is
deposited on the electrodes, leading the DEG to state (C)
(where the capacitance is the same as in (B)). This phase is called
“priming,” and it involves an amount of electrical energy be
spent to charge the device.

(P3) As the charge on the DEG is held constant, the external
loads and/or the DE elastic stresses make work against the
electrostatic charge, taking the DEG back to a configuration
(D) with minimum capacitance, Cmin. During this generation
phase, electrostatic energy is produced at the expense of the work
supplied by the external forces, and it is stored in the DEG
electric field.

(P4) The DEG is finally held in the minimum capacitance
configuration and discharged, and the stored electrostatic energy
is harvested.

The net amount of generated electrical energy is the difference
between the energy recovered during the discharging phase (P4),
and that spent during priming (P1). Such energy increases
monotonically with the difference in capacitance between the
stretched and the initial configurations (Cmax and Cmin) and with
the maximum applied charge (or electric field).

The described sequence of electromechanical transformations
can be graphically represented on a charge–voltage, Q–V, plane.
In Figure 1b, the electrically active phases (P2–P4) of the operat-
ing cycle are represented by a sequence of curves rendering the
working cycle. In particular, the priming phase (P2) is repre-
sented by isocapacitance straight line (C)–(B), the generation
phase (P3) (here, a constant charge [CC] phase) corresponds
to line (C)–(D), and the discharging phase (P4) is represented
by isocapacitance straight line (D)–(A). The amount of energy
spent during priming equals the area subtended by segment
(B)–(C), whereas the energy recovered during DEG discharging
equals the area subtended by (D)–(A). The area enclosed by the
cycle hence equals the net generated electrical energy.

Though in the previous example, we referred to a piecewise
CC control (i.e., the charge on the elctrodes is held constant
during phases (P1) and (P3)), different controls are possible,
as further discussed in Section 2.4.

Figure 1. a) Four-phase working cycle of a DEG. b) Representation of the working cycle phases on a charge–voltage Q–V plot. (c) DEG stack layout.
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Multiple units can be stacked up and electrically connected in
parallel to form a DEG with the same surface encumbrance as
the units, capable of converting a larger amount of energy.[26]

This results in a multilayer composite DEG structure, in which
consecutive DE layers are separated by conductive layers with
alternated polarity, as shown in Figure 1c. Arranging the DE
material in a stack of separate layers, rather than a single thick
layer with a couple of electrodes allows the implementation of
large electric fields (and, hence, the achievement of large convert-
ible energy density), at lower voltages on the electrodes.

2.2. Topologies

The operating principle described earlier can be implemented
using different DEG embodiments, in the same fashion as
DE actuators.[27] Resorting to different DEG topologies provides
a significant flexibility in application to practical systems.
Nonetheless, different topologies provide different deformation
kinematics for the DE membranes, which result in different
performance.

An overview of some relevant DEG topologies is shown in
Figure 2. The simplest DEG planar topologies (in which stretch-
ing is generated by loads applied at the electrodes perimeter)
feature deformation kinematics that in continuum mechanics
literature[28–30] are referred to as equibiaxial (or equal-biaxial)[31]

stretching (Figure 2a), and pure-shear stretching (Figure 2b), also
called strip-biaxial extension.[29]

A so-called equibiaxial extension consists in a uniform stretch-
ing of a DE membrane along each direction on the electrodes
plane; this maximizes the capacitance variation achieved in
the presence of a given maximum material stretch.[32]

Coupling a DEG membrane with a practical system so as to
achieve equibiaxial stretching is technically complex. For the
aim of experimental demonstration, mechanisms providing
nearly equibiaxial stretching have been built,[33] using a set of
pulling wires connected along the membrane perimeter
(Figure 2a). Equibiaxial stretching has been alternatively achieved
through the implementation of compression stacks, in which
electrodes’ surface expansion is generated by the application

of a compressive force perpendicular to the electrodes plane.[26]

This approach allows to arrange large volumes of DE material
into self-supporting structures with no need for rigid frames.
With reference to equibiaxial compressive stacks, Anderson
et al. observed that the stack aspect ratio (diameter over height)
influences the stretch distribution, as it might cause inhomoge-
neous stretching of the different layers, especially in the presence
of large diameter-to-height ratios.[34] Pure shear (or strip-biaxial)
stretching, in contrast, consists in the application of a force at
the clamped end of a DEG strip, whose transversal stretch is
held constant, so as to cause an expansion in the longitudinal
direction (Figure 2b).[35] A uniform transversal prestretch is
applied to prevent loss of tension. In contrast with the longitudi-
nal stretch, no stretch variation takes place in the transverse
direction during operation. The pure-shear kinematics leads to
limited capacitance variations on the DE membranes, but
offers good ease of implementation. In practice, keeping the
transverse prestretch uniform upon longitudinal stretching, thus
preventing necking of the free membrane sides, is challenging.
Lateral shrinkage can be mitigated by using slender samples
with large transverse breadth compared with the length, or by
using mobile lateral clamping mechanisms.[35] Both these
solutions, however, significantly limit the applicability onto
real-world systems. Reducing the membrane width and increas-
ing the sample longitudinal initial length would lead to a uniaxial
topology (also known as simple elongation[36]). Compared
with pure shear, uniaxial deformation would produce further
limited capacitance variations upon longitudinal stretching,
therefore its usage in DEGs is considered of scarce practical
interest.[37]

To overcome the practical limitations of equibiaxial and pure-
shear DEGs, planar DEGs can be implemented by connecting the
perimeter of a DE membrane to a closed-chain linkage. The dia-
mond DEG (or parallelogram DEG) shown in Figure 2c,[38,39]

e.g., is a practical topology that consists in a rhombus-shaped
DEG membrane clamped through its perimeter to the links of
a four-bar mechanism with four equal links. The membrane
is biaxially preloaded along the diagonals, and its surface
(together with the DEG capacitance) is maximum when the

Figure 2. Some topologies of DEG. a) Equibiaxial DEG (ideal uniformly stretched generator, and practical multipoint stretching embodiment); b) pure
shear (namely, strip-biaxial) DEG; c) diamond DEG; d) cone DEG; and e) circular diaphragm DEG.
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relative angles between adjacent links are 90� (i.e., when the
membrane has square shape). This device can work both as a
linear generator (dragged by an external force) or a rotary
generator (driven by a pulsating torque). As a linear generator,
the DEG is linearly stretched along the diagonal direction through
a couple of opposite joints (as shown in Figure 2c). As a rotary
generator, the DEG exploits the rotation between two adjacent
links.[39] Due to the mechanism kinematics, an increase in stretch
in a diagonal direction corresponds to a relaxation of the stretch in
the perpendicular direction. In this topology, the achievable area
strain is thus limited compared to the pure-shear or equibiaxial
kinematics.

Other practical DEG topologies take advantage of out-of-plane
deformations of DE membranes. Among them, the conical
DEG (Figure 2d)[40–42] consists in a uniformly prestretched
annular DEG membrane, clamped on the external perimeter
to a fixed ring frame, and on the inner perimeter to a mobile
rigid disc. Applying longitudinal forces on the rigid disc
deforms the DEG to a conical configuration. The cone DEG
capacitance is minimum when the DE membrane is in the flat
equilibrium position, and it increases with the longitudinal
displacement of the central frame. In this DEG, surface stretch
variations mainly take place along the meridian direction,
whereas the stretch stays nearly constant in the circumferential
direction, leading to a deformation kinematics similar to pure
shear.[43] In contrast to conical DE actuators,[44] which require
a mechanical axial preload to produce a stroke (as the flat con-
figuration is a singular configuration), conical DEGs do not
strictly require bias mechanisms, thus they can exploit the entire
available deformation range. Moreover, cone DEGs can be

arranged in an agonist–antagonist configuration by connecting
the central moving discs of two oppositely preloaded coaxial units,
hence forming a generator capable of bidirectional forces.[45]

The circular diaphragm inflatable DEG (Figure 2e) is able to
exploit cyclic pressure variations in a fluid. This systems consists
in a planar uniformly prestretched circular DEG membrane,
whose capacitance is increased upon pressure-induced bubble-like
expansion. This topology has been largely investigated due to its
simplicity (e.g., there are nomoving parts but the DEGmembrane)
and its ability to reach large area strains, close to the equibiaxial
condition, over a large portion of the electrodes surface.[18,46–48]

Other DEG topologies have been investigated in addition to
those presented here. These include, among others: generators
which exploit a fluid’s pressure to generate a bubble-like expan-
sion of a tubular DEG membrane;[49] longitudinally stretched
roll (or tube) DEG;[23,50] and vibro-impact topologies, in which
planar DEG membranes are deformed out-of-plane by impact
with a vibrating bluff body.[51]

An overview of the features for the different topologies is
shown in Table 1, which presents information on the deforma-
tion kinematics, and the trend of capacitance and convertible
energy as a function of the stretches.

2.3. Modeling

Numerical modeling is an important tool to predict the perfor-
mance of DEGs and design DEGSs.

Established modeling approaches for DEGs are available,
which describe the electroelastic interactions in DE materials.[52–54]

Table 1. Overview on the kinematics and geometric generation factor for some DEG topologies.

Topology Stretch Capacitance Generation factor

Equibiaxial λ1 ¼ x=x0, λ2 ¼ x=x0 CDEG ¼ εΩt�2
0 λ41 f g ¼ 2 log½ðλ1ÞC=ðλ1ÞD�

Pure shear λ1 ¼ x=x0, λ2 ¼ λp CDEG ¼ εΩt�2
0 λ2pλ

2
1 f g ¼ log½ðλ1ÞC=ðλ1ÞD�

Uniaxial λ1 ¼ x=x0, λ2 ¼ λ�0.5
1 CDEG ¼ εΩt�2

0 λ1 f g ¼ 0.5 log½ðλ1ÞC=ðλ1ÞD�

Diamond λ1 ¼ λ1px=ð
ffiffiffi
2

p
lÞ, λ2 ¼ λ2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4l2 � x2

p
=ð ffiffiffi

2
p

lÞ CDEG ¼ εΩt�2
0 λ�1

1p λ2pλ1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2λ21p � λ21

q
f g ¼ log

��
λ1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2λ21p � λ21

q �
C

��
λ1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2λ21p � λ21

q �
D

�

Conical λ1 ¼ λp
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ x2

ðro�r iÞ2
q

, λ2 ¼ λp CDEG ¼ εΩt�2
0 λ2pλ

2
1 f g ¼ log½ðλ1ÞC=ðλ1ÞD�

Circular diaphragm Tip point: λ1 ¼ λ2 ¼ λpð1þ ðx=eÞ2Þ CDEG ≃ εΩt�2
0 λpλ1ðλ21 þ λpλ1 þ λ2pÞ=3

with λ1 stretch at the tip[47]
Tip: f g ¼ 2 log½ðλ1ÞC=ðλ1ÞD�

Perimeter: λ1 ≃ λpð1þ ðx=eÞ2Þ, λ2 ¼ λp Perimeter: f g ¼ log½ðλ1ÞC=ðλ1ÞD�
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These models traditionally rely on the following assumptions:
1) Mechanically, the DE layers are described as incompressible
hyperelastic composite structures by resorting to rubber elasticity
theory.[55] The effect of strain-dependent mechanical dissipations
is considered by means of viscoelastic rheological models,
based on which the polymeric materials are rendered as linear net-
works of hyperelastic elements and dissipative elements.[56,57]

2) Electrically, the DE material is modeled as a linear dielectric,
and the electroelastic interaction is rendered in terms of electrostatic
stresses on the DE induced by the electric field (namely, Maxwell
stress).[36] Electrical losses due to the electrodes and the DEmaterial
resistivity are accounted for by modeling the DEG as a linear circuit
combining capacitive and resistive elements.[58]

In the following, we recall the fundamental equations that describe
the response of a lossless DEG at the local and the global scale.

We first consider a uniform thin electrode-coated local portion
of DE membrane subject to in-plane tensile stresses (in a
plane-stress condition), as shown in Figure 3a.

The deformation of the membrane element is quantified
through the principal stretches, which are the ratios between
the stretched and unstretched material element lengths along
the principal deformation directions. We call λ1 and λ2 as the
principal stretches on the membrane surface, and λ3 as the
stretch in the thickness direction. As elastomeric materials are
incompressible, the following relationship holds

λ3 ¼ ðλ1λ2Þ�1 (1)

The stress on the DE membrane can be either expressed in
terms of the nominal stress (i.e., the force per unit unstretched
cross-sectional area) or the real stress (i.e., the force per unit
deformed cross-sectional area). Indicating the nominal stresses
in the principal directions with s1 and s2, and the principal real
stresses with σ1 and σ2, the following relations hold, for which a
derivation is presented in Appendix

σ1 ¼ λ1s1 ¼ λ1
∂Ψðλ1, λ2Þ

∂λ1
� εE2,

σ2 ¼ λ2s2 ¼ λ2
∂Ψðλ1, λ2Þ

∂λ2
� εE2

(2)

where Ψ ¼ Ψðλ1, λ2Þ is the strain–energy function, which
expresses the volumetric elastic energy density of the membrane
as a function of the stretches, according to hyperelastic constitu-
tive relationships;[55] ε is the DE material permittivity; and E is
the actual electric field in the DE.

The total stress on a DE membrane is thus the sum of a purely
elastic contribution (governed by the constitutive relationships
which link Ψ, λ1, and λ2) and an electrostatic compressive con-
tribution referred to as Maxwell stress.[36] Although different
hyperelastic models exist[55] that use different parameters in
the expression of Ψ, an average measure of the elastomer elastic
stiffness is provided by the shear modulus, μ0. The shear modu-
lus of a material in the reference configuration relates to the
energy function as follows[59]

μ0 ¼ lim
λ1, λ2!1

λ1
∂Ψ
∂λ1

� λ2
∂Ψ
∂λ2

λ21 � λ22
(3)

In the special case in which the DEG geometrical configura-
tion is described by a single degree of freedom (DoF) through a
generalized coordinate q, the DEG response is described by the
following global equation[48]

Fq ¼
d
dq

Z
Ω
Ψðλ1, λ2ÞdΩ� V2

2
dCDEG

dq
(4)

where Fq is the applied mechanical load acting against q (Fq is a
force if q is a linear displacement, it is a torque if q is an angle etc.,
as shown in Figure 3b), CDEG ¼ CDEGðqÞ is the DEG capacitance
and V is the applied voltage. The integral of the strain–energy
function is calculated over the total DE volume Ω. Similar to
the stresses (Equation (2)), the total DEG load is the sum of
two contributions: an elastic restoring force (due to the DE layers
elasticity) and an electrostatic contribution (due to Coulomb
forces). A derivation of Equation (4) is shown in Appendix.

Most practical DEG topologies shown in Section 2.2 are char-
acterized by simple deformation kinematics, for which the
stretches distribution can be estimated as a simple function of
the DEG position. Their response can be thus studied by apply-
ing Equation (4). Table 1 shows the in-plane stretches λ1 and λ2
for the topologies discussed in Section 2.2. It is assumed that the
considered DEG configurations are described by a single geomet-
ric coordinate, and simplified distributions for the principal
stretches on the electrodes surface are presented accordingly.
In particular, in the equibiaxial and pure-shear case, necking

Figure 3. a) A patch of electrode-coated DE membrane subject to uniform
stress, strain, and electric field. The top picture shows the DE patch in the
undeformed (nominal) state, whereas the bottom one shows the actual
deformed membrane. b) Example of DEG topologies whose deformation
kinematics can be rendered by a single generalized coordinate q, subject to
an external generalized load Fq.
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effects due to a multipoint stretching mechanism (Figure 2a) or
to free edges are neglected. In the diamond DEG, the stretches
on the DEmembrane are assumed uniform, and prestretches are
mathematically defined as the stretches achieved in the square
configuration (though this configuration might not be part of
the actual device working range).[39] In the cone DEG, meridian
necking of the membrane is neglected and the stretches are
assumed uniform throughout the DEG.[43] In the circular
diaphragm DEG, stretches are nonuniform (they are maximum
at the tip point), and reduced models have been proposed to
describe their distribution.[47] The capacitance CDEG is calculated
assuming that each DEG has a single layer of DE material coated
by electrodes.

In addition to establishing relationships between the deforma-
tion, the applied voltage, and the mechanical loads, analytical
models provide a means of estimating the energy that a DEG
provides in a conversion cycle and its maximum convertible
energy.

2.4. Maximal Convertible Energy

Knowledge of the deformation kinematics of a DEG and
assumptions on the physical operating limits allow the estima-
tion of the maximum energy which can be converted in a cycle.

The following set of physical operating limits holds for a
DEG:[31,32] 1) mechanical rupture (MR) of the DEG, which sets
an upper bound to the maximum stretch which can be safely
applied; 2) the dielectric strength of the DE material, i.e., the
maximum admissible electric field that can be applied across
the DE before dielectric breakdown (BD); 3) electromechanical
instabilities (EMIs), including the loss of mechanical tension
due to the electrostatic stress (i.e., the stresses in Equation (2)
falling to zero due to Maxwell stress) and positive-feedback
deformation–voltage variation patterns.[53] The set of the physi-
cally admissible states for a DEG can be represented either on a
charge–voltageQ–V diagram or on a force–position Fq–q diagram
(with reference to the generalized coordinate and load defined in
Section 2.3) as a closed region bounded by a set of limit curves
representing the different failure mechanisms. In particular, on
the diagrams shown in Figure 4, lines (B)–(C) represent fixed-
configuration isocapacitance curves in which the DEG is
stretched up to the MR condition; curves (C)–(C 0) and (C 0)–(D)
represent the limit states where the DEG experiments BD or
EMI. In addition to the limit curves, line (A)–(B) on the
q–Fq plane represents the DEG force during stretching (when
no voltage is applied), whereas lines (D)–(A) correspond to the
configuration where the DEG reaches the minimum capacitance
achievable due to geometric constraints. The envelope of the fea-
sible region corresponds to a limit cycle, namely (A)–(B)–(C)–
(C 0)–(D)–(A), following which the DEG can theoretically deliver
the maximum convertible energy per cycle. With reference to
the four-phase cycle shown in Figure 1a, (A)–(B) corresponds to
stretching phase (P1), (B)–(C) to priming phase (P2), (C)–(C 0)–(D)
to generation phase (P3), and (D)–(A) to discharging phase (P4).
The electrical energy generated in a cycle is equal to the area of
the limit cycle on the Q–V plane. In the absence of electromechan-
ical losses, this equals the input mechanical energy, corresponding
to the area of the limit cycle on the q–Fq plane.

[31]

To evaluate the parameters which affect the convertible energy
of a DEG, we hereby introduce the following simplifications:
1) the distribution of the stretches on the DE membranes is uni-
form; 2) the DEG deforms between two limit configurations
(state (C) and (D) in Figure 4a), without being affected by any
EMI (i.e., (C 0) coincides with (D)); 3) the BD electric field for
the DE, EBD, is a constant and is independent of the stretch.
With these assumptions, the energy converted by the DEG
throughout cycle (A)–(B)–(C)–(D)–(A) is given by

We ¼ εΩE2
BD f g, with f g ¼ log

ðλ1λ2ÞðCÞ
ðλ1λ2ÞðDÞ

(5)

where Ω is the total (constant) DE volume and ε is the DE per-
mittivity. The derivation of Equation (5) is discussed in
Appendix. According to Equation (5), the convertible energy is
proportional to εΩE2

BD (i.e., the volumetric energy density is pro-
portional to εE2

BD), and a factor fg (hereafter called the generation
factor) which depends on the surface stretch ratio between con-
figurations (C) and (D). Factor fg only depends on the DEG geom-
etry, and it changes by changing the DEG topology. Table 1
shows an estimate of the generation factor fg for some relevant
DEG topologies. The conversion factor fg is expressed as a func-
tion of the ratio of stretch λ1 in two different configurations (i.e., a
higher stretch configuration (C) and a lower stretch configuration
(D), as shown in Figure 1a). Equibiaxial deformation maximizes
the generated energy, which theoretically amounts to two times
that achieved with pure-shear deformations (assuming same val-
ues for the maximum/minimum stretch during operation). The
generation factor with uniaxial stretch (i.e., simple elongation) is
1/2 that of pure shear and 1/4 that of the equibiaxial case, hence
making the uniaxial topology of scarce interest for DEGs. The

Figure 4. a) Charge–voltage diagram and b) generalized force–
displacement diagram showing the limit curves relative to the DEG failure
mechanisms and the feasible working space.
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conical layout leads to a theoretical stretch distribution (and,
hence, a generation factor) equal to that of pure shear, whereas
in the diamond DEG fg is strictly lower than for pure shear, due
to the reduction in the transverse stretch upon longitudinal load-
ing. Finally, the inflating circular diaphragm DEG implements a
deformation kinematics which is intermediate between pure-
shear (which takes place at the membrane clamped edge) and
equibiaxial deformation (at the membrane centre), with the sec-
ond being predominant over a significant portion of the mem-
brane surface in the case of highly deformed DEG bubbles.[46]

Based on Equation (5), the maximum applied electric field is
key to achieve large convertible energy densities. Electric fields
on the order of 101–102 kVmm�1, consistent with the typical
BD strength of DE materials,[60,61] result in energy densities
on the order of 10�1–100 J cm�3. To achieve such figures, how-
ever, the application of large voltages is required, unless
extremely thin DE layers are manufactured. Assuming DE layer
thickness on the order of tens or hundreds of micrometers (con-
sistently with available scalable manufacturing processes),[60] the
resulting operating voltages are on the order of 1–10 kV. From a
technological standpoint, the deployment of practical DEG
systems requires effort either toward the development of
bidirectional high-voltage power electronics (Section 3), or the
manufacturing of stacks with micrometer-thick DE layers
suitable to operate at lower voltages.

The efficiency and convertible energy of a DEG is limited by
electromechanical loss mechanisms. The global efficiency of a
DEGS further depends on the efficiency of its driving electronics.
DEGmechanical losses mainly consist in rate-dependent viscous
losses[56] that increase proportionally with the strain rate,
although some DE materials also exhibit a pseudoelastic
behavior characterized by rate-independent hysteresis.[61,62] If
the dissipated-to-stored mechanical energy ratio for a DE mate-
rial is high, mechanical losses cause a significant drop in the
DEG efficiency, though they do not inhibit a DEG’s ability to pro-
duce a positive electrical power output and do not affect the max-
imum convertible electrical energy density. DEG electrical losses
are due to the R–C dynamics within the DEG, and they lead to
reductions in both the DEG efficiency and the convertible energy
density. These include: 1) leakage currents through the dielectric
layers due to the finite DE material resistivity; 2) voltage inhomo-
geneities over the electrodes, due to the finite conductivity of the
compliant electrode materials.

Due to leakage currents, part of the generated electrical energy
is dissipated by the Joule effect through the DE layers. Indicating
with κd the DE material conductivity, the energy dissipated by
leakage currents can be considered negligible compared to that
harvested by the DEG if time constant τd ¼ ε=κd is significantly
larger than the generation cycle duration. Time constant τd is a
material property of the DE, and it quantifies the DEG self-
discharging characteristic time due to the material conductivity,
regardless of the DEG topology.[61]

Due to non-negligible electrode resistivity, the electric field on
some portions of the DE material (far from the connections with
the power electronics) might result in being lower than the target
static value, limiting the DE material capability to uniformly
achieve large convertible energy densities.[63] Indicating with
Rs the sheet resistance of the compliant electrodes, the charac-
teristic R–C time constant of the electrodes-DE assembly is

τe ¼ RsCDEG. In contrast with τd, time constant τe depends on
both the DEG system dimensions and the materials properties,
and it is required to be as small as possible. With reference to the
four-phase operating cycle introduced in Section 2.1, in particu-
lar, τd should be significantly smaller than the typical duration of
phases (P2) and (P4), so as to prevent significant losses by Joule
effect during the priming and the discharging transients.

The maximum convertible energy and efficiency of a DEG
strongly depend on material properties. In addition to featuring
large permittivity and BD field (which lead to large convertible
energy density), DE materials for DEGs should provide limited
electromechanical losses, especially in those applications where
efficiency is paramount (e.g., large-scale power production).
Compliant electrodes should implement low sheet-resistance
and keep their properties unchanged upon large cyclic
stretching.

2.5. Materials

Dielectrics commonly used in DEGs include: 1) acrylic elasto-
mers, in particular, commercial adhesive tape VHB by 3M, which
is largely used to build laboratory demonstrators;[19,45,46,64] 2) nat-
ural or synthetic (e.g., styrene-based) rubber;[18,39] and 3) silicone
elastomer (polydimethylsiloxane).[24,65,66]

Acrylic VHB tape has been largely used for DE demonstrators
due to its ability to adhere to substrates and its chemical
compatibility with commercial conductive grease/paste, which
make prototypes manufacturing particularly convenient.
Nonetheless, this material has high electromechanical losses
and limited reliability upon cyclic loading.[67] Natural rubber
has been indicated as a promising DE for energy scavenging
applications due to its large BD strength.[18,31] Dielectric proper-
ties similar to those of natural rubber have been recently
observed also in styrene-based synthetic rubber, whose applica-
tion in DEGs is to date barely explored.[61] Silicones are regarded
as strategic for future DE applications as they can be processed
following different manufacturing techniques[68,69] and offer
room for electromechanical properties improvement via physico-
chemical modification of their components.[60]

Table 2 shows an overview of the material properties of three
commercial elastomers, taken as representatives of the above
mentioned DE categories (acrylic, rubber, and silicone). These
materials are: acrylic VHB 4905 by 3M; natural rubber Oppo
Band Green 8003 by Oppo; and Elastosil silicone (in particular,
Elastosil 2030 films) by Wacker Chemie AG. VHB acrylic is com-
mercialized as a tape, whereas Oppo Band is commercialized as
an exercise band, i.e., both these materials are not specifically
conceived for DE applications. Elastosil silicone has been
originally commercialized as a general-purpose raw material,
tough recently high-tolerance thin films have been also produced
purposely for DE application.[70]

The properties of VHB, and Oppo Band in Table 2 were
obtained by Chen et al.[61] Unless otherwise referenced, the prop-
erties of Elastosil silicone refer to Elastosil 2030 films and they
have been measured here using setups and procedures similar to
those described in the study by Chen et al.[61] The shear modulus
and the mechanical loss refer to pure-shear tensile tests with
maximum strain equal to roughly 90% the elongation at break
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and strain rate between 0.08 and 0.8 s�1; the BD electric field
ranges account for different applied stretches or voltage wave-
forms during the tests; the conductivity is measured at different
applied electric fields between 10 and 80 kVmm�1.

In addition to large permittivity and stretchability, VHB acrylic
has significantly lower elastic modulus μ0 compared with other
DEs. In applications, this allows the achievement of large DEG
deformations with limited input forces and with no need for
external static or dynamic negative-spring mechanisms for
DEG’s stiffness compensation.[44,61,73] Nonetheless, this elasto-
mer has large hysteresis losses and non-negligible electrical con-
ductivity, which limit the efficiency and the convertible energy in
practical applications. The value of self-discharging time constant
τd suggests that this material is unsuitable for low-frequency
applications (on the order of 10�1 Hz).

Oppo Band has a remarkably larger BD strength (up to
300 kVmm�1 in the stretched state) and significantly lower
conductivity than acrylic. This material also has a rather large
maximum mechanical loss at large strains (up to 470%), though
it has demonstrated significantly lower viscous losses than VHB
at intermediate stretches (below 400%).[61] Compared with syn-
thetic elastomers, natural rubber has a low carbon footprint[74]

and it is biodegradable,[75] hence offering a relevant option for
future environmentally aware markets. Rubber is to date scarcely
applied in DEs.[18,39] This is due to the large thickness of com-
mercial films (above 200 μm), which creates a demand for incon-
veniently high operating voltages.

Elastosil silicone holds elastic modulus, dielectric constant
and elongation at break similar to those of rubber, andmaximum
measured BD field of 195 kVmm�1.[71] Based on the product
εE2

BD, natural rubber appears virtually capable of larger convert-
ible densities than silicone within a same stretch range.
However, a systematic characterization of the BD strength at
different stretches is currently missing for Elastosil, hence
making a reliable comparison not particularly significant.
Remarkably, Elastosil silicone shows lower mechanical losses
(2–6 times) and extremely lower conductivity (1–4 orders of
magnitude) than VHB and rubber. Therefore, it bears the
potential to perform efficiently even in the low-frequency range
below 1Hz.[65]

In addition to commercial films, custom silicone elastomers
have been synthesized with the aim of improving the BD
strength, the permittivity, the tensile strength, or reducing the
elastic modulus.[60] Particular attention has been put into the
synthesis of high permittivity elastomers through the addition
of high-permittivity matter in the silicone matrix,[76,77] blending
in high-permittivity oils,[78] or chemical modification of the
silicone backbone.[79] Thriving ongoing research in material sci-
ence seems to suggest that silicones might gain a leading role in
the DE panorama in the next few years.[60]

As regards materials for compliant electrodes, carbon-loaded
grease has been largely used in laboratory prototypes, especially
in combination with acrylic dielectrics.[19,46,64,80] Although this
solution is practical for prototypes (electrodes are simply painted
on the DE layers), it does not provide stable and durable
electrodes for real-world applications. Candidate materials for
applications[68] are conductive elastomer layers doped with con-
ductive fillers,[68] and sputtered micrometer-thin metal films.[81]

Manufacturing of carbon-loaded polymeric electrodes has been
proven using silicone as the base elastomer and carbon black,
carbon nanotubes, or graphene as the fillers,[60] leading to sheet
resistances in the range 50Ω sq�1–20 kΩ sq�1.[65,82]

In the case of silicone transducers, integrated manufacturing
of composite dielectric–electrode membrane assemblies has
been demonstrated via pad printing,[68] blade casting,[65] screen
printing,[69] and inkjet printing.[83]

In addition to dielectric and electrode properties, a relevant
performance index for DEGSs is the number of electromechani-
cal cycles that they can withstand. Lifetime of DE transducers has
been mostly studied with reference to actuators,[84–86] with a few
works specifically referring to DEGs.[49,67]

Silicone-based DE actuators have been reported to achieve
maximum lifetimes over 108 cycles.[84] Despite exploiting similar
peak electric fields to DE actuators (in the same order of magni-
tude as the BD field), generators are typically subject to larger
strain variations, therefore they are potentially more prone to
combined electromechanical aging. Lifetime of DEGSs is
influenced both by the ability of a DE material to resist to a large
number of cycles prior to BD, and by the electrodes’ ability to
guarantee electrical continuity upon large-strain cycles.

As regards DE materials’ fatigue life characterization, separate
researches have been conducted to asses the lifetime upon
mechanical stretching (without applied voltage),[67] or upon cycli-
cal charging–discharging (at fixed stretch).[87–89] Numerous
studies on the mechanical fatigue life of natural and synthetic
rubbers exist, which suggest that mechanical life on the order
of 106–108 cycles can reasonably be expected.[90–92] By studying
the crack propagation in thin films subject to pure shear,
Jean-Mistral et al.[67] concluded that Elastosil silicone films have
fatigue properties similar to rubber, and significantly better than
VHB acrylic.[93] Chen et al. studied lifetime upon electrical load-
ing at constant stretch for a commercial synthetic rubber band[87]

and for Elastosil 2030 films.[88] At electric fields on the order of
70–75MVm�1 and frequency of 1 Hz, the mean number of
cycles to failure was 104 for rubber and over 2� 106 for silicone.
Beyond materials properties, this difference is ascribable to the
different manufacturing quality of the two films. Commercial
films not specifically produced for DE applications (like most
acrylic and rubber films) rely on simple processes which

Table 2. Electromechanical properties of three reference commercial DE
materials.

Acrylic VHB
4905[61]

Oppo Band
Green rubber[61]

Elastosil
silicone

Shear modulus, μ0 [kPa] 17 620 308

MR stretch (pure-shear test) 8.2 5.2 5.5[70]

Relative permittivitya), ε=ε0 4.14 2.74 2.85

BD strength, EBD [kV mm�1] 70–180 100-300 75–195[71,72]

εE2BD [J cm�3] 0.2–1.2 0.2–2.2 0.1–1.0

Conductivity, κd [pS m�1] 1–5 0.1–0.4 5�10�4–5�10�2

τd ¼ ε=κd [s] 7–37 60–242 500–50 000

Mech. loss [%] 12–17 4–23 2–4

a)ε0¼ 8.85 pFm�1 is the vacuum permittivity.
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guarantee low material cost but lead to scarce durability in DE
applications. Guaranteeing appropriate quality of DE films
manufacturing seems key to reach lifetimes consistent with
DEGS requirements.

As regards electrodes lifetime, de Saint-Aubin et al.[85]

observed that inkjet-printed electrodes and stamped silicone-
carbon composites can guarantee lifetimes on the order of 107

cycles (as opposed to 105 cycles of manually painted electrodes)
at strains of a few points percent. Electrodes lifetime in the pres-
ence of large strains (>200%) is to date barely explored, and
might represent a bottleneck as relevant as the dielectric material
lifetime.

Dedicated research on DEG failure mechanisms, electrome-
chanical aging and compliant electrodes durability upon stretch-
ing will be key, in the near future, to provide research directions
for DEG materials and manufacturing.

3. Electronics

3.1. Laboratory Electronics

Because DEGs do not generate charges, even the most basic
implementation of a harvesting cycle, such as shown in
Figure 1, requires a companion electronic circuit that loads
and unloads charges on the DEG in synchronization with the
mechanical cycle. This section reviews basic electronic circuits
that are commonly used in a laboratory environment to test
and characterize generators. They are designed to evaluate the
achievable performance of DEGSs and to study their behavior
in different operating conditions, and not to store the generated
energy and/or step it down to usable voltages.

3.1.1. Circuit for Rectangular Cycles

The simplest electronic circuit for the priming of DEGs is shown
in Figure 5 and consists of a voltage source VL, 2 diodes, and a
very large capacitor charged at a voltage VH>VL. In addition to
its simplicity, this circuit has the advantage of not requiring
switches to synchronize the electrical cycle on the mechanical
cycle, because the diodes act as self-synchronizing voltage-
activated switches. The harvesting cycle in the charge–voltage
(Q–V ) plane is shown in Figure 5b. When the DEG is stretched
and its capacitance increases ((A)–(B)), charges are free to flow
from the source VL to the DEG, whose charge level increases
from Qmin to Qmax at voltage VL. When the DEG starts relaxing,
its capacitance decreases, leading to an increase in voltage
((B)–(C)). As D1 and D2 are both reverse polarized, the charges
are trapped on the device until its voltage reaches VH. At this
point D2 conducts, and charges flow from the DEG into the infi-
nitely large storage capacitor Cs at a constant voltage (CV), until
the DEG is completely relaxed ((C)–(D)). When the DEG starts
stretching again, its voltage decreases until it reaches VL

((D)–(A)) at which point D1 conducts again and enables
charging of the DEG from the external supply. During one
cycle, the voltage source provides an electrical energy
W in ¼ VLðQmax �QminÞ, and the energy transferred to the out-
put capacitor is Wout ¼ VHðQmax � QminÞ, for a net energy gain
We ¼ ðVH � VLÞðQmax � QminÞ, representing the surface of the

rectangle in the graph shown in Figure 5b. Harvesting cycles are
usually named according to the DEG state during the relaxation
phase, and this circuit enable a constant-charge–constant-voltage
(CCCV) cycle and can be referred to as the CCCV circuit.

In practical implementations of the circuit, the infinitely large
capacitor is usually replaced by a Zener diode with a BD voltage
VH

[26,33] (Figure 5c); the fact that the output energy is dissipated
rather than stored is usually unimportant for laboratory set-ups
aimed at characterizing the output performance of DEGs.
However, implementations using capacitors, both for the low-
voltage source and the high-voltage sink, have also been imple-
mented.[18] Additional components can be added to measure the
Q–V behavior of the generator. A possible implementation based
on the work of McKay et al. is shown in Figure 5c, with the com-
ponents required for the characterization highlighted in red.[26]

Resistances R1 and R2 form a resistive divider with a high imped-
ance to step down the output voltage of the DEGs to a few volts
with a minimum current leak. Cq is a large capacitor which is
used as an integrator with an output voltage VQ proportional
to the to the amount of charges Q on the DEG. As an alternative
to the capacitor Cq, the charge on the DEG can also be calculated
by integration of the current flowing to the DEG.[33]

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. a) Constant-charge–constant-voltage (CCCV) circuit for a DEG.
The voltage source VL charges the DEG through D1 and the DEG dis-
charges through D2 into an infinitely large storage capacitor Cs at voltage
VH > VL. b) Behavior of the circuit on a Q–V plot, with the surface of the
rectangle being the net electrical energy We harvested during a cycle.
c) In practice, the infinitely large capacitor is usually replaced by a
Zener diode with BD voltage VH. The components in red are added to
measure the performance of the DEG.
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The energy-harvesting system shown in Figure 5 has four
main parameters: the initial capacitance Cmin of the undeformed
device, the maximal capacitance swing of the DEG βmax ¼
Cmax=Cmin (with Cmax being the capacitance at maximal deforma-
tion) which depends on the amount of deformation of the
generator, and the two voltage levels VH and VL. McKay et al.
have shown that the harvested energy can be maximized while
keeping the electric field below a maximal value Emax, if

[26]

VH ¼ Emax
Ω

Smin

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βmax

4
p (6)

VL ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βmax

p VH (7)

with Ω as the volume of active DE material, and Smin as the
surface of the DEG capacitor in its minimum capacitance state,
i.e., at point (D) of the cycle. Using these voltage values leads to
the following amount of net generated electrical energy per cycle

We ¼ εE2
maxΩ

�
1� 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

βmax
p

�
2

(8)

Due to its simplicity, and ease of implementation, this
approach has been used in several investigations centered
around the amount of energy that can be harvested by
DEGs.[18,33,46,56,56,94]

3.1.2. Circuit for Triangular Cycles

With optimal parameters, the simple circuit of the previous sec-
tion produces a cycle equal to the largest rectangle that can be
placed within the feasible area of Figure 4a. However, given
the shape of the available energy surface, a triangular cycle would
enable to harvest more energy. This is made possible by the cir-
cuit shown in Figure 6. It consists of a current source Iin, the
DEG CDEG, a storage capacitor Cs, and a load RL that represents
some harvesting circuit. Two switches and a diode separate the
different elements (Figure 6a). Depending on the value of the
storage capacitor Cs, different triangular cycles can be obtained:
CC, CV, or an optimal cycle approaching the constant electric
field (CE) case. The terms apply to the condition of the DEG dur-
ing the relaxation phase (segment C–D, Figure 6b). With this
driving circuit, the source of priming charges should be a current
source so that the output voltage can adapt to the charge level of
the DEG. If a CV source is used instead, the amount of required
input energy would double, with the additional contribution
dissipated in the internal resistance of the source. In practice,
for testing purpose in the lab, the energy possibly dissipated
by the priming source can usually be ignored.

We first describe the operation of the circuit for the optimal
value of Cs, as shown in Figure 6b.[19] At the beginning of the
cycle (A), both the switches are open and both the capacitors
are discharged. The DEG is mechanically stretched from its min-
imal capacitance Cmin to maximal capacitance Cmax (B). Then, S1
is closed and the external source charges the DEG and Cs until
the voltage reaches Vin, at which point S1 is opened again (C).
The DEG is then mechanically relaxed to its minimal capacitance
Cmin (D). This causes its voltage to increase, and a transfer of

charges from the DEG to Cs to take place through D1. The
slope of line C–D is inversely proportional to Cs (i.e.,
V ¼ �1=CsðQ �QmaxÞ þ V in), which means that the voltage
Vin at which the DEG is charged and the value of capacitance
Cs can be chosen so that the segment C–D of the cycle becomes
tangent with the Q–V curve describing the maximal electric field
tolerated in the device. Finally, the switch S2 is closed and the
charges stored in Cs, as well as the remaining charges on the
DEG, are collected by a harvesting circuit or dissipated through
a load in a laboratory setting (back to (A)).

To obtain the optimal triangle (OT) cycle, as drawn on
Figure 6b, segment C–D must be tangent to the curve that
describes maximal admissible electric field (red curve). This
can be achieved if the storage capacitance is chosen to be
Cs ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βmax

p
Cmin, and if the switch S1 is opened when the voltage

on the DEG reaches

V in ¼ EmaxΩ
Smin

2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βmax

4
p þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

βmax
4=3
p (9)

with Ω as the volume of the generator active material, Smin as the
surface of the generator in its minimal capacitance state, i.e., at
points (A), (B), and (D) of the cycle. This cycle approaches a CE
cycle, for which the electric field of the DEG remains constant
during relaxation. An exact CE cycle would include the complete
area defined by the two isocapacitance lines and the Emax curve.
It requires active control of the voltage of the DEG during
relaxation, and calls for more complex driving electronics,
which is usually not implemented in a research laboratory
environment. However, CE cycles enable to harvest more energy
and are of interest for high-power harvesting systems
(c.f. Section 3.3).

In addition to the optimal value of the storage capacitance Cs,
two other particular values of Cs are of interest. In case the capac-
itance Cs is zero (i.e., Cs and D1 are removed from the circuit),

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. a) Circuit for a triangular harvesting cycle. b) Harvesting cycle
obtained with the circuit shown in the Q–V plane. The slope of segment
C–D is set by the value of capacitor Cs.
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the segment C–D becomes vertical, and a CC cycle is obtained. If
Cs is infinite, segment C–D becomes horizontal, and a CV cycle
is achieved. Figure 7a–d shows the optimal cycle for each of these
three triangular cycles, as well as the for the CCCV cycle from the
previous section. It also reports the voltage thresholds between
each segment of the cycles, withΩ as the volume of the generator
active material, Smin as the surface of the generator in its unde-
formed state, and βmax as the maximal capacitance swing. For
each cycle, the hatched area represents the amount of input
energy required to prime each cycle.

Based on the work from Graf et al.,[95] we calculate the volu-
metric energy density we harvested per cycle (colored area), the
energy density provided by the priming source (hatched area),

and the ratio between the two (Table 3). The energy densities
of each cycle have a common factor εE2

max. Figure 7e shows
the normalized energy density we=ðεE2

maxÞ as a function of the
maximal capacitance swing βmax. The CE cycle is producing
the maximum energy per cycle but cannot be obtained with a
simple driving circuit. However, the difference with the OT cycle
is negligible. Third comes CC and CV (same value of we), and
finally, the CCCV cycle generates the lowest amount of energy.
Another important metric is the ratio of harvested energy with
respect to the input energy provided by the external source[95]

(Table 3, column 4 and Figure 7f ). The lower this ratio is, the
more efficient the electronic circuit (priming, harvesting, step-
ping down) must be, or there is a risk that the energy available

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 7. a–d) Different energy harvesting cycles in the Q–V plane: CC, CV, OT, and CCCV. The hatched areas represent the amount of input energy
requested for each cycle, and the colored areas represent the net energy gain. e) Relative energy density as a function of maximal deformation. CC and CV
curves are overlapping. f ) Ratio of harvested energy density versus electrical energy density input. For (e) and (f ), the values for a true CE cycle are given
for comparison.
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after deduction of the losses ends up being less than the energy
provided by the priming source. Although the CC and CV cycles
produce the same amount of energy per cycle, the CC cycle
requires a much smaller energy input, and is therefore the best
in terms of energy delivered versus priming energy.

Although the operational theory of the circuit shown in
Figure 6 leads to a triangular cycle, the experimental data from
Shian et al. on a soft acrylic elastomer shows a flatten corner at
(D), which decreases the effective harvested energy.[19] This can
be attributed to loss of mechanical tension in the membrane due
to the viscoelasticity, as modeled by Fan et al. using a dissipative
DEG model.[96] Based on this observation, Fan and Chen have
proposed a slightly modified version of the circuit shown in
Figure 6, replacing S2 with a three-way switch connected to
Zener diodes with different BD voltages, which enables the gen-
eration of a trapezoid cycle.[97] They have used the data from
Shian et al. to simulate the expected energy harvested with
the trapezoid circuit and obtained an increase in 6.6% in the gen-
erated energy density.

3.1.3. The Need for Self-Sensing

Circuits with switches rely on their timely operation to harvest
energy optimally. Conditions for switch operation usually
depend on the stretch state, or voltage on the DEG. For example,
the switch S1 of Figure 6 must close when the DEG reaches max-
imal deformation, and open once the voltage on the DEG reaches
Vin. Activation of a switch when the DEG reaches its maximal or
minimal stretch can be difficult to implement mechanically
when the deformation amplitude is not well controlled and varies
between cycles (e.g., in human body motion, or wave energy har-
vesting). However, capacitive self-sensing, which consists in
measuring the capacitance of dielectric transducers while
deformed or actuated,[98] can be applied to DEGs to determine
the capacitance of the generator, while it undergoes deformation.
For example Zanini et al. have proposed a self-sensing scheme
whichmeasures the capacitance of a DEG while it is connected to
the charging circuit, and estimates it for the rest of the cycle.[99]

They implemented a robust peak-detection algorithm based on a
sliding-mode differentiator to determine when the DEG reaches
the maximal and minimal capacitance states. This information
can then be used to control the activation of the switches at

the optimal time, and is able to adapt to a varying deformation
amplitude between cycles.[99]

3.2. Electronics for Distributed and Wearable Applications

The circuits of Section 3.1 are well-adapted to generate optimal
cycles in a laboratory environment. However, they suffer from
two important drawbacks that render them difficult to integrate
in a real-world application. First, some of the operating param-
eters of these circuits depend on the capacitance swing of the
generator. Once the circuit components are fixed, a well-defined
and constant stretching cycle is required to harvest the maximum
amount of energy. However, most practical usage scenarios of
DEGSs (c.f. Section 4) lead to a nonconstant deformation ampli-
tude. To give one example, a DEG integrated in the heel of a shoe
sees its compression state change depending on the weight of the
users, their pace, and the terrain. Even the simple CCCV circuit,
which does not rely on active switches (Figure 5) has parameters
(namely the two voltage levels) that depend on the capacitance
swing, i.e., the amount of deformation. Consequently, a varying
maximal capacitance swing βmax would require on-the-fly adap-
tation of the input and output voltage levels. A self-sensing
scheme can be used to mitigate that issue,[99] but at the cost
of a more complex implementation. The second important limi-
tation of these circuits is that they require an input of electrical
energy at each cycle. This may not be problematic for high-power
systems connected to the grid, provided that bidirectional power
converters are put in place. However, this represents a severe
limitation for wearable or distributed systems, for which such
circuit topologies only provide an enhancement of battery life,
rather than removing the need for a battery. The following sec-
tions examine alternative circuits for the priming of DEGs that
address the limitations we just mentioned.

3.2.1. The Self-Priming Circuit

The self-priming circuit (SPC) was introduced by McKay et al.[64]

It consists of a circuit, which is able to convert a quantity of elec-
trical energy from a low-charge–high-voltage configuration to
high-charge–low-voltage. The DEG transfers charges at high volt-
age to the SPC when it relaxes, and the SPC returns more
charges at a lower voltage to the DEG when it stretches. This back
and forth exchange of charges enables to gradually increase the
quantity of charges and the voltage of a DEG. The SPC differs
from the circuits shown in Section 3.1 on two important points:
1) it does not require an external electrical energy input at each
cycle, although it still requires an initial small amount of charges
to get started, and 2) energy is not harvested at each cycle, but
only once the voltage on the DEG has reached a threshold.

In its most simple embodiment (first-order SPC), an SPC con-
sists of two capacitors of equal value C, and three diodes, as
shown in Figure 8a. Depending on the voltage state of the
different branches of the circuit, the diodes will be polarized dif-
ferently, leading to three states of the circuit (Figure 8b–d). For
simplicity, we consider the diodes to act as perfect switches.
When the three diodes are reverse polarized, the circuit is inter-
rupted, and no charge flow occurs (Figure 8c). When diode D2

conducts the two capacitors of the SPC are in series, with a total

Table 3. Generated enegy density we per cycle, input energy density per
cycle win, and ratio between the generated and input energy densities
we=winð�Þ for the five different cycles. ε is the dielectric constant of
the membrane, Emax is the maximal electric field at which the DEG is
operated, and βmax is the capacitance swing at maximal deformation.

Cycle we [J m
�3] win [J m�3] we/win [–]

CE εE2max lnð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βmax

p Þ 1
2 εE

2
max 2 lnð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

βmax
p Þ

CC 1
2 εE

2
max

�
1� 1

βmax

	
1
2 εE

2
max

1
βmax

βmax � 1

CV 1
2 εE

2
max

�
1� 1

βmax

	
1
2 εE

2
max 1� 1

βmax

OT 2εE2
max

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βmax

p
�1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

βmax

p
þ1

εE2
max

2
2þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βmax

p
þ1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βmax

p βmax�1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βmax

p
CCCV εE2

max
�
1� 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

βmax

p 	
2 εE2max

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βmax

p �
1� 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

βmax

p 	 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βmax

p �
1� 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

βmax

p 	
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capacitance of the SPC of Ceq ¼ C=2 (Figure 8b). Finally, when
diodes D1 and D3 conduct, the circuit takes a parallel configura-
tion, with an equivalent capacitance of Ceq ¼ 2C (Figure 8d).
Figure 8e represents the harvesting cycle for a DEG which is
deformed until its capacitance is multiplied by 4 (from Cmin

to Cmax ¼ 4Cmin, i.e., βmax ¼ 4). Initially, all capacitors are dis-
charged. An external low voltage source (not shown in the figure)
is briefly connected in parallel with the SPC and the undeformed
DEG. This charges both the DEG and SPC (in series configura-
tion) up to a voltage V0, at which point the external source is
disconnected from the circuit. The DEG starts stretching, and
its voltage decreases. At that point, all three diodes are reverse
biased, and no charge flow is possible. The SPC is therefore
in open-circuit configuration, and the charge on the DEG
remains constant, as illustrated by segment (A). However, once
the capacitance of the DEG has doubled and the voltage has
decreased by a factor 2 to V0=2, diodes D1 and D3 become for-
ward biased, switching the SPC to its parallel configuration. The
voltage continues to decrease, but charges are transferred from

the SPC to the DEG, as shown by segment (B). As for the trian-
gular circuit of Section 3.1.2, the slope of segment (B) is
�1=Ceq ¼ �1=ð2CÞ. Once the DEG has reached its maximal
deformation and starts to relax, the SPC switches again to its
open-circuit configuration, and the charge on the DEG remains
constant. The voltage increases because the capacitance
decreases, as depicted by segment (C). Once the voltage of the
DEG doubles, diode D1 becomes forward biased and the SPC
takes its series configuration. Charges are transferred from
the DEG to the SPC (segment (D)). Similar to segment (B),
the slope of the segment is�1=Ceq, but as the circuit is in a series
configuration, the equivalent capacitance is 4 times lower, and
the slope is therefore 4 times larger, which causes the cycle to
end up at voltage V1 ¼ αV0, with α being the voltage gain per
cycle. The lighter shade of blue in Figure 8e shows the following
cycles. The second cycle ends at V2 ¼ αV1 ¼ α2V0, and after n
cycles, the voltage on the DEG reaches αnV0. The evolution of the
voltage as a function of the number of cycles is shown in
Figure 8f. Once a target voltage is reached, the charges can be
transferred to a harvesting circuit. As long as some charges
are left on the DEG/SPC, it will be able to continue boosting
without requiring an external supply. One of the operating
parameters of the circuit is the voltage at which the charges
are transferred out of the DEG to an external storage circuit.
The harvested electrical energy is higher if the DEG is left to work
until a high voltage is reached, but the electric BD field puts a
practical limit to how high the voltage can be left to build-up
before the charges are transferred. In addition to the SPC imple-
mentation shown in Figure 8, variations of the SPC have been
reported in the literature.[100,101]

As described earlier, a first-order SPC will switch configura-
tion between its different states when the voltage changes by a
factor of two. This requires the DEG to deform enough to provide
an increase in capacitance by a factor of two or more, which can
be too much depending on the topology of the DEG, and the
amplitude of the deformation. However, the concept of the
first-order SPC can be generalized to higher orders by paralleling
the single unit, at the cost of a larger number of components
(Figure 9).[102] For example, McKay et al. demonstrated voltage
boosting using a second-order SPC with a cone DEG, and
showed a voltage increase from 10 to 3250 V in 236 cycles.[64]

Illenberger et al. analyzed the cycle of the SPC in details for a
general nth-order circuit.[102] They showed that the voltage gain α
after one cycle is given by

α ¼ ðn2 þ nÞðCmin þ CÞðβmaxCmin þ CÞ
½nβmaxCmin þ Cðnþ 1Þ�½Cminðnþ 1Þ þ nC� (10)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 8. a) A first-order SPC connected to a DEG. It consists of two
capacitors of equal value C, and three diodes. Depending on the voltage
of the circuit, it can take the following configurations (diodes considered
as ideal switches): b) series configuration with an equivalent SPC capaci-
tance of C=2 when D2 is conducting, c) open-circuit configuration when all
diodes are reverse biased, and d) parallel configuration with an equivalent
SPC capacitance of 2C whenD1 andD3 are conducting. e) Harvesting cycle
in theQ–V plane. f ) Voltage gain of a SPC–DEG system as a function of the
number of cycles.

Figure 9. Schematic of an nth-order SPC. The circuit is parametrized in
terms of its largest capacitance C, with each capacitor having a value
Ci ¼ C=i, with i between 1 and n.
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with n as the order of the SPC, Cmin as the capacitance of the
DEG in its relaxed state, C the capacitance of the SPC capacitor,
and βmax the maximal capacitance swing of the DEG. At any point
of the cycle, the capacitance of the DEG is described by:
CDEGðtÞ ¼ βðtÞCmin, and βðtÞ between 1 and βmax. As shown
in Equation (10), the voltage gain does not depend on the profile
of βðtÞ (e.g., sinusoidal, triangle, etc.), but only on its peak value.
It can be shown that the voltage gain can be maximized if the
capacitance C of the SPC is chosen equal to[102]

C ¼ Cmin

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βmax

p
(11)

It is then possible to calculate the gain per cycle as a function
of βmax for different orders of SPCs (Figure 10). Depending on
the deformation amplitude, there is an optimal order of SPC that
should be used to maximize the voltage gain α. For DEGs that
have a constant peak deformation, choosing a SPC order is easy.
If the amplitude can vary between cycles, and possibly cross the
boundary between optimal orders, a choice should be made
based on the range of expected amplitudes. For example, if
the deformation of a DEG does not ensure a doubling of the ini-
tial capacitance, first-order SPCs should be avoided. However, if
large deformations leading to an increase in capacitance by at
least a factor of three can be guaranteed, then a first-order
SPC is the best choice, leading to the largest voltage gain with
the simplest circuit topology.

The dependence of the SPC optimal capacitance on βmax (c.f.
Equation (11)) appears as a potential issue for the SPC to adapt to
varying deformation amplitudes. However, the influence of the
value of the SPC capacitance on the voltage gain is limited.
Figure 10 shows, with a dashed line, the voltage gain of a first
order SPC using a constant SPC capacitance of C ¼ 1.7Cmin

(i.e., the optimal capacitance for βmax ¼ 3). As can be seen, there
is no visible difference for capacitance swings between 2 and 4,
and therefore, a SPC optimized for a defined capacitance swing,

will still provide close-to-optimal voltage gains if the amplitude
does not remain constant.

The voltage gain (Equation (10)) is obtained assuming that
the DEG is position-controlled, but force-controlled cycles
might be more representative of a real-world application.
When the cycle is controlled by an external force of defined
amplitude, the deformation amplitude (and therefore capaci-
tance swing) will change as the DEG progressively charges
due to the contribution of the electrostatic force induced by
the charges. Zanini et al. have modeled a DEG connected to
a SPC and subject to a periodic force input, and shown that
the system eventually reaches steady-state without further
increase in the voltage (i.e., the voltage gain per cycle decreases
gradually to 1).[103] They suggest that this behavior can be used
advantageously to design a DEG whose output will saturate
below the dielectric BD threshold.

3.2.2. The Integrated SPC

In a further development of the SPC, McKay et al. has integrated
the capacitances of the SPC on the dielectric membrane of the
DEG to make an integrated self-priming circuit (I-SPC).[104] The
principle of a first-order I-SPC is shown in Figure 11. It consists
of two SPC blocks (c.f. Figure 8), realized on the deformable elas-
tomeric membrane itself. The capacitances are therefore stretch
dependent. There is not a separate priming circuit and a DEG,
but the two elements are combined into a single symmetrical
circuit integrated on the elastomeric membrane, and which plays
the double role of charge supply and voltage booster. The capaci-
tors of the two blocks must behave antagonistically, i.e., when the
capacitors of one block increase their capacitance, the capacitan-
ces of the second block must decrease in value. One possible
implementation, shown in Figure 11b, is a variation of the
pure-shear topology (Figure 2b) comprising a membrane with
fixed edges on the left and right, and a slider across the middle
of the membrane which is moved sideways. The capacitance val-
ues in the two blocks are in phase opposition, and charges are
exchanged between blocks to boost the energy of the system. The
capacitance of each capacitor is defined as CðtÞ ¼ βðtÞCmin, and
βmax ¼ Cmax=Cmin. Similar to the SPC, a first-order I-SPC
requires a change of capacitance βmax > 2, but higher order
I-SPCs can be used for DEGs that do not reach such a
deformation.[105]

McKay et al. designed an antagonistic double cone generator,
on which four capacitors were patterned (2 on each cone), thus
implementing a first-order I-SPC.[104] They boosted an initial
voltage of 10 V to 2 kV in 14 cycles. One of the advantages of
the I-SPC over the SPC is that there is a voltage boost each time
one of the circuit sides reaches its minimal capacitance, which
occurs twice per mechanical oscillation. Therefore, the frequency
of the electrical cycle is twice that of the mechanical oscillation,
thus providing faster voltage boosting.

Illenberger et al. have modelled the behavior of an nth-order
integrated circuit, and have shown that the voltage boost α for
each mechanical cycle is given by[105]

α ¼
�ð1þ βmaxÞðn2 þ nÞ
βmaxn2 þ ðnþ 1Þ2Þ

�2
(12)

Figure 10. Voltage gain per cycle of a SPC as a function of maximal capaci-
tance swing βmax for circuits of order 1–4. The curves are calculated at the
optimal SPC capacitance, except for the last one that uses a fixed capaci-
tance for a first-order circuit.
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with βmax as the capacitance swing at maximal deformation and n
as the order of the SPC. The power of two stems from the two
electrical cycles for each mechanical oscillation of the DEG.

Figure 12 shows the voltage gain per mechanical cycle as a
function of the maximal capacitance swing βmax, and for different
orders of the I-SPC circuit. Similar to the SPC circuit, the optimal
order to use for maximal voltage gain depends on βmax, and each
circuit order has a minimal value of βmax below which no voltage
boost occurs. These values are identical for the SPC and I-SPC,
but the latter provides a higher voltage gain per cycle. For com-
parison, the voltage gain per cycle of a first-order SPC is also indi-
cated on the figure (dashed line). For example, taking a DEG
which is mechanically stretched to provide a maximal capaci-
tance swing of 3, it will take 76 cycles to multiply the initial
voltage by 200 if a SPC configuration is used, and 20 cycles with
an I-SPC configuration.

Because they require antagonistic motion, I-SPCs are less
straightforward to implement. However, some topologies can
be easily adapted to bidirectional motion, such as the cone

DEG,[64,104,106] or the pure-shear DEG (Figure 11b).[105] In addi-
tion to a higher voltage gain per cycle, I-SPC configurations pres-
ent the advantage of providingmore capacitance swing compared
with SPC for the same mechanical deformation. Assuming pure-
shear deformation (βmax ∝ λ2max), the I-SPC configuration of
Figure 11b provides βmax ¼ 4 for a displacement of �L=6 from
the central position, with L being the total length of the mem-
brane (left plus right blocks). An SPC configuration would be
similar to Figure 2b, for which the same deformation amplitude
of L=3 would only provide a βmax of ð4=3Þ2 ¼ 1.78.

I-SPCs do not require external capacitors, as the entire circuit
is integrated on the deformable structure. Diodes are still neces-
sary, but they are small components that can easily be integrated
on the frames of the device. DEGs in I-SPC configuration can
therefore be made independent from external circuitry. In an
effort to show that a completely soft DEG is possible, I-SPC con-
figurations have been developed, in which the hard diodes have
been replaced by soft stretch-sensitive switches integrated to the
stretchable membrane.[106,107]

3.2.3. Priming Sources

The SPCs discussed earlier require an one-time input of energy
to start. If they stop moving, charge leakage will slowly decrease
the amount of charges on the device, and if the period of inac-
tivity is long enough to completely deplete the charges, they will
not be able to start again. Sources of priming charges enable to
make DEGSs truly independent from an external power source,
thus making small-sized DEGs interesting candidates for distib-
uted applications such as power source for wireless sensor net-
works or wearable applications.

Jean-Mistral et al. introduced the combination of permanently
charged dielectrics (electrets) with soft energy harvesters.[108]

They proposed two different configurations (Figure 13): the
dielectric mode in which the electret is used as a polarizing
source, and the electret mode, which is similar to the standard
electret generator configuration used to scavange vibrations, but
taking advantage of the compliance of the elastomer to develop
wearable applications.[80,108]

The dielectric mode is similar to the harvesting cycle obtained
with the triangular circuitry (c.f. Section 3.1.1), with the same

(a) (b)

Figure 11. a) A first-order I-SPC. b) Schematics representation of the implementation of the I-SPC in a pure-shear antagonist configuration. The two sides
of the membrane are fixed, and the central slider is moved horizontally. When it moves to the left, capacitances CR increase, whereas capacitances CL

decrease.

Figure 12. Gain of an I-SPC per mechanical cycle as a function of the max-
imal capacitance swing βmax for circuits of orders 1–4. As a comparison,
the gain obtained for a first-order SPC circuit is also given.
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consideration on the value of Cs. However, instead of an external
power source, the priming charges are provided by an electret
whose distance from the DEG varies during the cycle[80,108]

(Figure 13a). When the DEG is fully stretched, the V-shaped
electret is fully flattened against the DEG, and therefore the
capacitance of the air gap CA is maximized, thus dividing the
electret voltage VE between CDEG and CE. A diode (D1) is
connected between the top electrode of the DEG and the bottom
electrode of the electret capacitor, to prevent the charges to flow
back to the source when the DEG is relaxed. The voltage of the
DEG increases and its charges can transfer to the storage capaci-
tor Cs. Teflon charged with a negative potential retains its charge
for months and can be used as a priming electret.[80] Because
electrets are not stretchable, harvesters must be designed to
accommodate them, e.g., by including a V-shape structure,[80]

or taking advantage of the fringing electric field to place the elec-
tret and DEG side by side.[109]

The electret mode (Figure 13b) integrates the electret and the
stetchable capacitor into a single electret harvester, which gener-
ates a current fluctuation of opposite sign each time the air gap
opens and closes.[80,110] A rectifier bridge can then be used to
collect these charges into a storage capacitor.[80]

In a variation of the circuit of Figure 13a, Illenberger et al.
implemented an electret with an I-SPC (c.f. Section 3.2.2), thus
combining the double advantage of the electret as a source of
priming charges, with the voltage-boosting capabilities of the
I-SPC.[111] In their configuration, the electret provided a biasing
voltage of 200 V, and they compared the performance of the
I-SPC with a CC cycle (c.f. Figure 7 and Section 3.1.2). The latter
produces a constant amount of electrical energy per cycle,
whereas the energy generated from an I-SPC increases with
the number of cycles. They showed that the amount of energy

per cycle obtained from an I-SPC exceeds that of the CC circuit
after 10 cycles. Therefore, if the charges from the I-SPC circuit
are harvested after a sufficient number of cycles, the amount of
collected energy will be higher than with the CC circuit.[111] The
choice between using a CC circuit or an I-SPC therefore depends
on the application: if the source of mechanical energy is irregu-
lar, with possible periods of inactivity between cycles, then the
CC circuit should be used, as it will output energy at each cycle,
whereas inevitable leakage would cause the charges of an I-SPC
to be depleted after a period of inactivity. However, if the source
of mechanical input is regular enough to provide a few uninter-
rupted cycles, then the I-SPC will provide more output energy.

Piezoelectric materials can be used instead of electrets as a
source of priming charges, with similar configurations and cir-
cuits. The use of piezoelectric materials, namely lead zirconate
titanate (PZT) diaphragms and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)
films, have been demonstrated as a source of priming charges
for DEGs.[112–114] The proposed designs include a mechanism
that applies stress to the piezoelectric material when the DEG
is in its stretched state, to generate charges that are then trans-
ferred onto the DEG. Piezoelectric materials on their own are
used to convert mechanical energy into electrical energy
(piezoelectric energy harvesters[115]), but an hybrid generator
combines the ability of the piezoelectric material to generate elec-
trical charges with the ability of the DEG to increase the electrical
potential of these charges. Mathew et al. have presented a
piezoelectric–DEG hybrid generator using a triangular harvest-
ing cycle (c.f. Section 3.1.2) that produces an electric energy den-
sity 80% higher than that produced by the PZT alone.[113] In a
further improvement, they replaced the harvesting circuit with a
first-order SPC (c.f. Section 3.2.1) and obtained a specific energy
output 19 times higher than the PZT working alone.[114]

The combination of a source of priming charges (electret or
piezoelectric material), a DEG, and an SPC, makes it possible
to fabricate compact systems that are completely independent
from an external supply. These systems are able to generate spe-
cific energy on the order of a few mJ g�1. Despite being only a
fraction of the maximal energy density that a DEG can harvest,
this topology is particularly interesting for wearable or distrib-
uted applications, for which the required power is low, but which
need to operate without external electrical supply.

3.2.4. High-Voltage Stepdown for Portable and Wearable
Applications

Harvested high-voltage charge on the elastomer must be stepped
down by up to 3 orders of magnitude to be useful for powering
small portable or wearable electronic devices. In what is perhaps
the first study to efficiently convert DEG voltage (low-to-high for
charging and high-to-low for discharging), Due et al. used a
boost/buck converter circuit.[116] While they reported high effi-
ciency of 90% for a 1 order of magnitude drop from 2 kV to
300 V, their circuit required active high voltage switches, sensors,
and diodes. They did not report on the energy costs associated
with the active elements. Several strategies for voltage conversion
have been explored by Eitzen et al.[117] The topologies investi-
gated included bidirectional flyback converters. In another study,
the same authors showed that by stacking of multiple converters

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. a) Electret used in the dielectric mode. when the DEG is
stretched, the V-shaped electret[80] is flattened, leading to an increase
in the air gap capacitance CA, reducing the voltage drop across it.
When the electret gets close to the membrane, its voltage VE is split
between the DEG capacitance CDEG and the electret capacitance CE.
b) Electret mode: in this case, the electret is integrated on the variable
soft capacitors, and current fluctuations of opposite directions are created
each time the air gap closes and opens. A rectifier bridge with four diodes
can be used to accumulate the charges generated by these fluctuations
into a storage capacitor.[80]
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in series on the stepdown side, a large voltage conversion could
be achieved without the need for high-voltage switches.[118] They
also demonstrated the feasibility of an experimental bidirectional
flyback converter that did not include a DEG. Panigrahi et al.
used a flyback transformer circuit for voltage stepdown of a small
DEG alongside a form of SPC.[119] While the overall global effi-
ciency was less than 1%, they reported good efficiency for the
stepdown of 79%. However, they did not report on the associated
energy costs of the circuit. The energy costs of using active elec-
tronics, that includes sensors and controllers will grow in relative
significance as the DEG reduces in size. DEGSs that are wearable
will be small in volume, on the order of 1 cm�3. From such small
generators, the expected power output operating at frequencies
around 1Hz (e.g., for human energy-harvesting applications)
will be on the order of milliwatts.[26] Squandering such power
on active controllers and sensors is very likely to be unaffordable
and could cost more than the energy harvested. Therefore a key
goal for small wearable DEGS is to obtain efficient and substan-
tial voltage stepdown without the need for external power for
switch and sensor control. One strategy is to do this passively,
triggered solely and synchronously with voltage changes across
the capacitance of the DEG, thus obviating the need for externally
powered sensors and switches. With this goal, Lo developed a
self-powered converter that used as a packet of DEG overflow
energy from a breakover circuit to drive a fast switching
metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistor buck con-
verter.[120] This was a fully passive circuit, controlled by the
DEG itself. This circuit was able to achieve 43% energy extraction
from a DEG in an almost 2 order of magnitude stepdown from
914 to 5 V. Another approach involved passively switching a fly-
back converter above a threshold voltage from the DEG.[121] Any
one of a number of passive switch devices could be applied to this
including, spark gaps, thyristors, avalanche diodes, breakover
diodes, discharge tubes, and thyristors operated as breakover
diodes. A circuit based on this principle was investigated by
Ikegame and Takagi.[122] This work was preceded by their inves-
tigation of a Zener diode to step the voltage down to a capacitor,
with less than 1% efficiency.[123] Using the flyback converter idea
they showed that high efficiency is possible (order of 70%) with
an adequate stepdown transformer.

As it stands, voltage stepdown for wearable and portable DEGS
is both feasible and efficient and given its recent appearance on
the scene will be open to further discovery.

3.3. High-Power Electronics

While off-the-grid-independent operation is a requirement for
low-power-distributed applications, constant power input is
not an issue for large-scale energy-harvesting installations, which
are meant to be connected to the network. Instead, the priority
lies with the maximization of the generated power, and the min-
imization of losses. In this context, the harvesting cycles requir-
ing electrical energy input Win for each cycle are interesting
candidates, as they enable to harvest more energy per cycle.
But beyond this value, the ratio of net energy gain versus energy
input required for each cycle is another important metric
(Table 3, column 4). As real-world systems must be designed
with reliability and lifetime in mind, they cannot operate

anywhere close to the limit of MR of the material.
Furthermore, the amount of deformation of the DEG will be lim-
ited by the physical implementation (c.f. Section 4), and leads to
low values of βmax. Consequently, the ratio of net energy gain
versus the energy input can be lower than 1[124] (Figure 7f ), lead-
ing to a required power rating for the driving circuit significantly
higher than the average output power, and to an important
impact of the losses on the conversion efficiency.[125] High-power
DEGS-based-harvesting systems require efficient electronics to
manage the input and output of electrical energy. They must pro-
vide bidirectional energy flow, be suitable for a variable output
voltage and current caused by the variable capacitive load, and
be adapted to the high-voltage levels required to operate
DEGSs at maximal efficiency.[124]

Eitzen et al. have proposed a bidirectional flyback converter
design for DEG applications that addresses the needs men-
tioned earlier.[124] Their concept relies on the cascading of
identical modules, each with a power rating of about 200W.
The modules have their primary sides connected in parallel,
and secondary sides in series. This input-parallel output-series
(IPOS) cascading enables to reach the high driving voltages
required by DEGs while using standard electronic components.
They have designed a plant to control the switches of the con-
verter to operate in boundary conduction mode, as this is the
most efficient for capacitive loads. The controller also limits
the current on the secondary side, so as not to damage the elec-
trodes of the DEG.

Another high-power configuration is the dual active bridge
(DAB).[125–127] Similar to the flyback configuration mentioned
above, a IPOS cascading approach can be used,[125] or a single pri-
mary stage with several secondary sides connected in series.[127]

For example, Todorcevic et al. have developed a IPOS DAB-based
bidirectional converter with an average output power of 5 kW for
wave energy conversion. To improve efficiency and provide a large
operating power range, they investigated three different modula-
tion schemes for the DAB. While two different trapezoid modu-
lations were able to cover specific zones of the current–voltage
state space at higher efficiency, a triangular modulation was able
to cover the complete output power range in terms of voltage and
current, but at the cost of higher losses. The authors then proposed
an hybrid modulation scheme, selecting the most efficient
modulation on the fly depending on the output current and voltage
at any time. In the context of wave energy conversion, they
calculated the expected ratio of effective electrical energy output
over available harvestable energy for incoming waves of different
amplitudes and frequencies, and obtained an average value
of 66% with the hybrid modulation, which is 13 percentage point
higher than using the triangle modulation mode alone.[125]

These high-power circuits enable to precisely control the
voltage on the DEG, and therefore, make it possible to imple-
ment any energy-harvesting cycle. In particular, they can imple-
ment a CE cycle, which leads to the highest possible energy
gain per cycle,[124,128] and which is not achievable with the cir-
cuits presented in Section 3.1 and 3.2. Because of the large
number of components they require and the need for precise
feedback control, these circuits are well suited for large-scale
harvesting applications, for which a high conversion efficiency
is paramount.
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4. Prototypes and Applications

4.1. Proofs of Concept for Energy Conversion Optimization

This section presents an overview of theoretical and experimental
works aimed at assessing the maximum practical convertible
energy of DEG units, regardless of their final applications.

The convertible energy density achievable with practical DE
materials can be roughly estimated based on the analyses drawn
in Section 2.4 and the data in Section 2.5. Based on Table 2,
assuming a permittivity ε of 2–4 times the vacuum permittivity,
BD strength EBD in the range 50–150MVm�1 (higher experi-
mental values have been also reported at large applied
stretches),[18,61] the theoretical convertible energy density is in
the range 0.06–2.5 J cm�3 (i.e., 0.06–2.5 J g�1, as elastomers den-
sity is close to 1 g cm�3) assuming a maximum-to-minimum
stretch ratio in the range 2–5 and equibiaxial deformation
(see Equation (5) and Table 1). This is at least three orders of
magnitude more than the energy density of piezoelectric
harvesters[129,130] and 10–100 times more than electrostrictive
polymers,[131] which exploit significantly smaller strains.

Theoretical estimates are available in literature that rely on an
accurate computation of the maximum convertible energy of a
DEG through the identification of its feasible working space
(as shown in Figure 4). Compared with the rough estimate pre-
sented earlier, those works consider: 1) the feasible stretch range
based on MR and EMI limits, 2) experimental relationships for
the BD strength as a function of the applied stretch (namely, EBD
has been reported to increase with the applied surface stretch).[31]

With reference to equibiaxial deformations, Koh et al.[31] and
Jean-Mistral et al.[132] reported achievable energy densities of
1.7 and 3.2 J g�1, respectively for a reference acrylic elastomer.
Considering natural rubber DEs, Koh et al.[31] estimated convert-
ible energy densities on the order of 1.3 J g�1, whereas Kaltseis
et al.[18] predicted the densities of 3–3.5 J g�1 by assuming to fur-
ther push the materials limits in terms of stretch and electric
field. Compared with rubber, acrylic elastomers provide larger
maximum stretch and have larger permittivity. However, they
typically feature a lower BD strength[61] and, due to their low elas-
tic modulus, suffer the limitations of EMI.

Following up to theoretical estimates on DEG convertible
energy density, dedicated experimental research has been con-
ducted to push DEGs performance to the limit. State-of-the-art

experimental values of the convertible energy density are on
the order of a few hundreds of mJ g�1.[18,19,33,35,46,48] The differ-
ences with respect to theoretical predictions are due to: 1) the
effect of losses discussed in Section 2.4;[41] 2) practical control
loops (Section 3.1), that do not pursue a perfect tracking of
the maximum-energy cycle (Figure 4), hence providing subopti-
mal performance.

An overview of the experimental peak energy density perfor-
mance obtained with different DEG topologies and DE materials
is shown in Table 4. Up until now, acrylic VHB has largely been
the most used material for demonstrators, and the largest
converted energy density has been achieved using this material.

Recent tests with pure-shear and conical DEG samples led to
densities of 190 and 130 mJ g�1, respectively.[35,42] Although the
conical and pure-shear topologies provide similar deformation
kinematics and surface stretch ratios, the density obtained by
Song et al. with pure shear is larger, as a result of larger applied
electric fields,[35] in spite of large strains used by Jiang et al. in
cone DEG demonstrators.[42] In both tests, an OT control cycle
(Section 3.1.2) was used, so as to efficiently fit the DEG
maximum-energy cycle (Section 2.4).

Previously, Kaltseis et al. had reached densities of 102mJ g�1

(with power density of 17mW g�1 and efficiency of 7.5%) using
an acrylic inflatable DEG diaphragm.[46] Compared with other
works, they set up electronics able to deliver the generated energy
to a storage utility (instead of dissipating it on resistive probing
loads) and pursued a direct measurement of the generated
energy, rather than estimating it from the measured DEG output
current and voltage. To do so, they used a CCCV control loop
(Section 3.1.1) which covered a limited area of the DEG’s feasible
workspace, hence allowing the conversion of a limited amount of
energy per cycle.

Consistently with theoretical predictions, the largest energy
density was demonstrated in equibiaxial loading conditions.[19,33]

In a first work, Huang et al. achieved energy densities of up to
560mJ g�1, power densities of 280mW g�1 and mechanical-to-
electrical conversion efficiency of 27%.[33] Then, Shian et al. hit
the remarkable target of 780mJ g�1 converted energy density by
resorting to an OT loop.[19] This figure, which represents the larg-
est density scavenged to date with a DEG, was obtained using
maximum electric fields close to the material BD limit.

Despite its suitability to achieve remarkable conversion perfor-
mance on a single-test basis, VHB is considered scarcely reliable

Table 4. Experimental convertible energy density performance obtained with different DEG prototypes.

Ref. Topology Control cycle Max electric fielda) [kV mm�1] Max stretcha) Energy dens. [J g�1]

Acrylic (VHB 4905/4910) [35] Pure shear OT 100 5 0.19

[42] Cone OT 75–80 7.5–8 0.13

[46] Circ. diaphr. CCCV 85–100 5–5.5 0.10

[33] Equibiax. CCCV 170–180 5.4 0.56

[19] Equibiax. OT 180 5.5 0.78

Natural rubber (OppoBand 8003) [18] Circ. diaphr. CCCV 150–170 4.5–5 0.37

Silicone (Elastosil 2030) [65] Circ. diaphr. OT 110–150 2.5–3 0.17

a)Estimated from the data in the references.
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for applications which are required to last in time. Attention has
been thus recently moved also on other DE materials.

Using a tougher commercial natural rubber elastomer,
Kaltseis at al.[18,46] obtained a convertible energy density of over
3 times that achieved with VHB acrylic using a highly stretched
inflated circular diaphragm DEG (so as to produce nearly equi-
biaxial deformations) and a CCCV control loop. They obtained
densities of 369mJ g�1 (200mW g�1 and 7.2% efficiency, with
peaks of 15% in other tests), hence proving the potential of
natural rubber for energy-harvesting applications.

Moretti et al.[65] performed energy harvesting tests on a
silicone circular diaphragm inflating DEG. They used power
electronics and a harvesting cycle similar to those proposed by
Shian et al.,[19] but they used lower maximum stretch than
Kaltseis et al.[46] They achieved maximum energy density of
173mJ g�1, power density of 86mW g�1. Thanks to the reduced
mechanical loss of the silicone elastomer, they achieved efficien-
cies of up to 30% compared to acrylics and rubbers. Though, to
date, silicone DEs have been scarcely used in energy-harvesting
applications, a significant boost in research is expected to occurr
in the next few years by recent advances in material science,
which are delivering silicone elastomers with largely improved
electromechanical properties.[60,66]

4.2. Energy Harvesting from Human Motion

Wearable technology includes communication devices (e.g.,
headphones, microphones), powered prostheses, exercise mon-
itors, and a growing plethora of sensors for physiological moni-
toring.[133] Many can operate at the mW level, although powered
prostheses and other devices for locomotor system augmentation
and therapy have power requirements on order of 1W and
require frequent recharging.[134] The food we eat, with tens of
times the energy density of batteries, enables us to meet our
own running costs that are roughly equivalent to the energy
stored in hundreds of AA batteries per day.[134] Diverting some
of this power to running or recharging of wearable devices is
compelling. However most of this metabolic energy is lost in heat
and any attempt to harvest thermal energy will be limited by an
inherent low Carnot efficiency and the practical issues associated
with large surface area coverage of a human body. Fortunately,
we also expend substantial energy when we walk and run.

At a walking frequency of 1 Hz, a maximum power of�4W is
obtainable.[134] This can be verified using a simple calculation. As
we decelerate our body, loading of the heel can exceed one body
weight; and generate forces on the order of a kN. If during this
time our heel deflects by 4mm, say, we are doing work on the
heel of about 4 J per heel strike. However, a large fraction of the
strain in the shoe heel is elastic; thankfully so, for if we were to
harvest all the energy in the heel we would have the experience of
walking on sand. Realistically, we want to harvest the energy that
would normally be lost due to the viscoelasticity in the heel mate-
rial. There are further opportunities for energy harvesting from
human motion using DEGs, particularly from the rotation of the
lower limbs including the ankle joint, hip, and knee for which
muscle power is order of tens of watts during walking with much
of the power expended during braking.[134] Thus, we have an
opportunity to assist the body and perhaps even return power

to storage synonymous with automotive regenerative braking
systems.

Perhaps, in the earliest demonstration of DEG locomotor
system energy harvesting, Kornbluh et al. described a heel
strike generator in a boot that could harvest 0.8 J per cycle of
walking.[135] Heel compression resulted in pneumatic stretching
of DE diaphragms in an array (Figure 14a).

Effort associated with DEG human energy harvesting has
involved specific aspects of performance enhancement that are
beneficial for portable and also wearable uses, rather than full
demonstrations on the human. Lai and Read showed, through
a modeling study, how a stretched DEG incorporated into a knee
sleeve brace could be used for modifications to gait for the
patient.[137] Jean-Mistral et al. developed an experimental mech-
anism that could harvest energy from the moving human
knee.[138] The device that was to be located behind the knee
supported a stretched VHB membrane. They projected that with
a high bias voltage of 1 kV they could harvest 1.74mW; a value of

Figure 14. Human motion energy harvesting with DEGs. a) Schematic
and picture of the heel-strike energy harvester based on inflatable DEG
proposed by Kornbluh et al.[23] b) Schematic and picture of the heel-strike
energy harvester based on compression DEG stacks proposed by the
University of Auckland.[136] c) Layout of a DEG with piezoelectric priming
source for energy harvesting from knee articulation, as proposed by
Lagomarsini et al.[112] (a) Reproduced with permission.[23] Copyright
2012, Springer Nature.
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power that is adequate for small electronics. Jean-Mistral and
Basrour have developed a tubular DEG as a demonstration step
for integrating this technology with textiles. They produced a
demonstrator consisting of silicone tubing 1.9mm diameter,
100mm long and with 0.2mm wall thickness. From their
results, they projected that a 300mm length subjected to strains
from the knee at walking speed could generate a milliwatt of
power.[139]

The devices described earlier would rely on direct tensile
strain in the membrane. This can be amplified as demonstrated
by Mathew et al., who built a fully autonomous compression-
activated harvester that can deliver a piezoelectric priming charge
to a DE membrane during stride and whose stretch is magnified
further by mechanical means.[114] Their calculated output energy
density was 0.49mJ g�1; for a 1 g device (�1 cm3) we would
expect about half a watt at 1 Hz.

An alternative approach is to use direct compression in a
multilayer stack (Figure 14b), like the one built by McKay and
coworkers, that was order of 1 cm3 in volume.[26,34,136]

This device could produce milliwatts of power at physiological
frequencies. One advantage to the compressive layered design
is the prospect of it being substituted directly for the rubber heel
itself.

Improvements to electronics portability and wearability have
been previously described in Section 3.2. Specifically these are
associated with passive circuitry for self-priming,[64,104,107] the
use of electrets for priming,[80,110] piezoelectric generators for
initial charge (Figure 14c),[112] and passive circuits for voltage
stepdown.[120–123]

In summary, while there have been few, if any, published
examples of human energy harvesting using DE generators,
the technology to enable wearable and useful DE harvesting does
exist. And with a little more effort, it should be possible to put a
DE generator unobtrusively in a person’s shoe or on their shirt.

4.3. Energy Harvesting from Ambient Sources and Renewable
Energy

Traditional machinery for power generation (either from fossil
fuels or ambient energy sources) relies on layouts that are opti-
mized for specific operating conditions (frequency, type of
motion, and scale), but are not flexible in terms of scalability
and adaptability to applications that are other than those they
were designed for.

In contrast to that, DEGs bear features that make them par-
ticularly promising in applications where conventional machines
would struggle or offer poor flexibility.[140] Application of DEGs
in a diversity of energy harvesting scenarios has been envisaged,
driven by the following considerations: 1) In contrast with
thermal or electromagnetic machines, DEGs feature drastically
simpler layouts, which rely on cheap materials and few
(or no) rigid moving parts. Among other, this offers a strong
motivation for DEGS application in renewable energy harvesting
(Figure 15a,b),[141] where low capital costs are key to economic
feasibility. Furthermore, the perspective of delivering generators
free from moving parts (but the polymeric membranes) led to
consider DEGs applicability in thermal systems such as fully
polymeric combustion engines (Figure 15c).[23] 2) The DEGs’
response naturally complies with the features of some ambient
sources. For example, DEGs are particularly suited to handle
alternate linear motion and operate at low frequencies or low
speeds with no need for mechanical transmissions, as opposed
to electromagnetic generators.[140] This has triggered research in
ocean wave energy,[23,141,142] where generators capable to effi-
ciently operate at 0.05–0.2 Hz driven by the waves oscillations
are required. 3) The DEG principle and layouts are suited for
implementations at different scales, from milliwatt-scale applica-
tions possibly up to kilowatts/megawatts. This led to envisage
different dimensional targets, i.e.: 1) small-scale systems (10�3

to 1W) to power sensors and electronic equipment via recovery
of waste vibrational energy;[143] 2) intermediate-scale systems
(1–1000W) capable to harvest renewable energy to feed local util-
ities;[140] and 3) large-scale systems (>1000W) for grid electricity
production.[49]

To date, experimental demonstration of DEGS-based energy
scavenging from ambient and renewable energy sources has
been provided via scaled laboratory prototypes (up to roughly
10W of power).[48,49,140] Several theoretical estimates and
numerical simulations have been carried out, which suggest that
large-scale energy harvesting from ambient sources (wind and
waves) is in principle feasible,[18,144] with bounds that are only
due to current technological restrictions (e.g., manufacturing
process and electronics upscaling).

We hereby present an overview of the state-of-the-art of DEG
systems and prototypes investigated to date with reference to
three applications: 1) vibration energy harvesting; 2) mechanical
renewable energy harvesting; and 3) thermal energy harvesting.

Vibration energy harvesting aims to recover mechanical
energy (that would be otherwise wasted) from a vibrating source

Figure 15. Examples of DEGS prototypes for energy harvesting from ambient sources and renewable energy. a) A prototype of a WEC with circular
diaphragm DEG.[141] b) Laboratory prototype of a water mill generator for currents energy harvesting.[23] c) Internal combustion engine based on a
deformable DEG cylinder.[23] b,c) Reproduced with permission.[23] Copyright 2012, Springer Nature.
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(a structure or a machine tool) to supply small-power utilities
(e.g., distributed sensor). DEGS-based vibration energy harvest-
ing exploits the well-known principle of the inertial energy
harvester,[145] schematically shown in Figure 16a. The harvester
consists of a seismic mass connected to a vibrating frame (e.g., a
structure or the shield of a machine) through a DEG. In the pas-
sive state (without voltage), the DEG behaves as a suspension
between the vibrating frame and the seismic mass, and is thus
cyclically stretched as a result of phase shift between the oscilla-
tions in the two components. The suitable control of the voltage
on the DEG as a function of its deformation (Section 2.1)
provides the system oscillation to be damped and leads to power
generation.

Based on this principle, Thomson et al.[143] proposed a system
in which the seismic mass is a ball that can freely oscillate along
the axis of a tubular structure, closed at the edges by two flat DEG
membranes. Vibrations applied on the system through the tubu-
lar frame trigger the mass oscillations and the alternate out-of-
plane deformation of the membranes (Figure 16b). The authors
designed and performed numerical analysis of a milliwatt-scale
generator capable to operate at frequencies of 10–50Hz.

Fan et al.[146] proposed a DE-based pendulum harvester. The
system, schematically shown in Figure 16c, consists in a flat DE
membrane which has one end attached to a vibrating frame and
the other holding the seismic mass, which can freely oscillate in
the longitudinal direction (on the membrane surface plane).
Relative oscillations between the frame and the mass generate
cyclical stretching of the DE membrane. To demonstrate the
operating principle of the system and validate analytical models,
the authors built a prototype using acrylic VHB as the DE and
operated it at low frequencies, achieving convertible power den-
sities on the order of 2mW cm�3. Consistently with established
results in the field of inertial energy harvesting,[73,145] they
pointed out that the system delivers maximum power output
when the vibrations excitation frequency equals a natural
frequency of the system, i.e., in resonance conditions.

Preliminary works suggest that inertial energy harvesters
based on a DEG suspension can perform effectively, provided
that their response is tuned with that of the vibrating structures.
Nonetheless, the ability of DEGs to efficiently work at high fre-
quencies (e.g., 10–100 Hz, consistent with structural vibrations)
is to date loosely proven. Research on material science and the
development of low-viscosity DEs seems key for vibration har-
vesting applications to be successful.

Mechanical renewable energy harvesting via DEGs includes:
1) harvesting from continuous fluid streams (wind or water
currents); and 2) harvesting from sea waves.

As regards energy harvesting from fluid streams, it has been
observed that DEGs might carve out a niche for themselves in
low-power (<1 kW) standalone applications, as opposed to
large-scale traditional technologies for grid supply.[140] This
especially applies for water current harvesting, which is still in
a landscaping precommercial phase,[147] whereas in wind energy
applications, competing electromagnetic technologies have set a
standard even at the smaller scale. In this context, DEG systems
might be used to recover energy from water resources which are
of no interest for large-scale power production, like river flows or
mild tidal currents.[23,140] Coupling the continuous input
mechanical energy from wind and currents with DEGs is
however challenging, as the latter naturally pursue a cyclical
generation principle. Proposed solutions take advantage either
of mechanical transmissions or by structural vortex-induced
vibrations.

Chiba et al.[148] built a first demonstrator of a flow energy
harvester using a waterwheel as an intermediate kinetic energy
absorber (Figure 15b). Relying on a mechanical transmission to
drive the DEG deformation, this system does not take full advan-
tage of DEGs features in terms of compactness and architectural
simplicity.

Maas and Graf proposed a system which relies on a sub-
merged stretchable DEG pipe to harvest the power of water
flows.[149] The system, schematically shown in Figure 17a, con-
sists of a DE tube with electrodes on the inner and outer surfaces.
One end of the tube is rigidly connected to the river or sea bed.
The other end is free to move longitudinally, and it holds a flange
and a shutter to control the end’s aperture. When the shutter is
open, the pipe is prestretched by the hydrodynamic pressure gen-
erated by the flow on the flange. Closing the shutter generates a
shock wave which causes a longitudinal stretching of the pipe
(forward wave), followed by a contraction (reflected wave from
the inlet section). Piloting the shutter openings/closures allows
to achieve a cyclic deformation and, hence, to convert mechanical
power from the flow into electrical power. The frequency of the
oscillation depends on the geometry of the system and the DE
material elastic modulus. The authors elaborated a theoretical
model of the system and performed in-field mechanical tests
on a small-scale prototype to characterize the fluid-structure
interaction response. Similarly to the aforementioned

Figure 16. Vibration energy harvesting with DEGs. a) Schematic of the general working principle. b) Impact-mass harvester proposed by Thomson
et al.[143] c) Impression of a DE pendulum harvester, as proposed by Fan et al.[146]
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conclusions on vibration energy harvesting, they pointed out that
the generator theoretically converts maximum power when its
natural frequency equals the frequency of the shock waves
(namely, at resonance).

Chiba et al. proposed and implemented a system which takes
advantage of vortex shedding over a pitching structure to harvest
energy from water currents[150] or wind.[140] The system
(Figure 17b) consists of a bluff body which is responsible for
vortex generations, and a hinged structure, put into oscillations
by the vortex street, which drags the deformation of one or more
DEG units. The authors tested a prototype device in a water
channel. Using two-cone DEGs (each bearing 0.1 g of acrylic
DE material) as the power take-off (PTO) system, they achieved
power outputs on the order of 30mW at oscillating frequencies
of roughly 1.5 Hz (i.e., the natural frequency of the vortex excited
system), with current-to-electrical measured conversion effi-
ciency of up to 7.5%.

Vortex-induced vibrations have been later studied by Lai
et al.,[151] who proposed a wind energy generator consisting in
a flexible cantilever beam, holding at the edge a bluff body, within
which an inertial energy harvester (similar to that shown in
Figure 16) is housed.

The mentioned concepts for the exploitation of fluid streams
make use of DEGs combined with hydro/aerodynamic interfa-
ces, typically including rigid structural or moving parts. To take
full advantage of the DEG features, some authors have envi-
sioned that, in the future, wind or current energy harvesters
might be investigated which exploit vortex-induced vibrations
over flag-like compliant structures entirely made of DE
material.[23,140]

Opposite to fluid flows, ocean waves have characteristics
which intrinsically match the working principle of DEGs (low
frequencies and oscillatory behavior).[23] Currently, wave energy
scavenging is one of the most widely investigated DEG applica-
tions, therefore, a dedicated review of this topic is shown in
Section 4.3.1.

Finally, it has been proposed that DEGs might be used to
generate electrical power from thermal energy sources, though
this is, to date, a seldom explored topic. Chiba and Waki[140] sug-
gested that DEGs can be used as the PTO system in concentrated
solar power. They proposed a system in which the thermal
energy delivered by a concentration system is used to cyclically
expand a fluid (or gas volume) and drag a DEG’s deformation.

More radically, Kornbluh et al.[23] suggested that DEGs might
be used to build disruptive low-power internal combustion
engines, in which the piston-cylinder set is replaced by a tubular
deformable structure made of DE. In a pioneer work, the authors
claimed that they operated a DEG engine (Figure 15c) at combus-
tion temperature, achieving fuel-to-mechanical conversion
efficiency of 11%.

4.3.1. Wave Energy Harvesting

In spite of significant research and development efforts to
develop systems capable of capturing the power of sea waves,[6]

wave energy converter (WEC) technologies have not reached
technological readiness yet. The limitations for mechanical
and electromagnetic technologies to meet the requirements of
the marine environment have triggered research toward radically
new WEC technologies.[6] In this context, DEGs have been rec-
ognized as a potential game-changing solution[6,23] Some of the
potential advantages of DEGSs, compared with electromagnetic,
hydraulic or turbo machinery, are: the architectural simplicity
and low costs of the raw materials, which might significantly
reduce the capital costs; the low mass density, which would make
installation and replacement operations simpler and cheaper; the
resilience of DE materials and their resistance to corrosion; and
the good matching between low wave frequency and DEGs work-
ing cycles.

It has been suggested that DEGS-based WECs might provide
an affordable solution for small-power utilities (e.g., navigation
buoys[152]), however, the far most relevant and attractive
application in terms of market dimension is large-scale power
generation. The wave energy community has recognized that,
for wave power plants to be economically viable, WEC units
should have rated powers of hundreds of kilowatts and they
should be installed in large megawatt-scale farms.[153]

Assuming that DEG PTO systems will be able to provide power
densities on the order of �100W kg�1 (Section 4.1), single WEC
units will require an amount of DE material on the order of tons
to reach the envisaged target power.

Compared with this vision, DEGS-based wave energy harvest-
ing is today in a scouting and proof-of-concept phase. Small-scale
prototypes and demonstrators have been mainly operated in
laboratory environment. In the next years, a major upcoming

Figure 17. Energy harvesting from fluid streams with DEGs. a) Impression of a stretchable tube water flow generator, as proposed by Mass and Graf.[149]

b) Impression of a generator driven by vortex-induced vibrations, as proposed by Chiba et al.[150]
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challenge for DEGS-based WECs will be the migration of the
technology from watt-scale up to the kilowatt-scale.[141]

The concepts of DEGS-based WECs proposed to date exploit
two different paradigms (Figure 18a), namely point power
generation and distributed generation.[140] Based on their
dimensions compared with sea wavelengths (typically, on the
order of 102 m), in wave energy literature,[6] these paradigms
are referred to as: 1) point absorbers (whose dimensions are
much smaller than the wavelengths); and 2) attenuators (whose
length is comparable with the wavelengths).

Up until now, point absorber DEGS-based WECs have been
the most widely investigated.[23,73,154,155] These systems generally
rely on WEC layouts proposed in the past,[6] from which they dif-
fer in that they hold a DEG PTO instead of conventional gener-
ators. Their operating principle is schematically shown in
Figure 18a. The device includes a primary hydrodynamic inter-
face, which interacts with the waves and serves as a kinetic and
potential energy buffer, and a DEG PTO system, which is respon-
sible for the mechanical-to-electrical power conversion. The pri-
mary interface either consists in a floating body (e.g., a heaving
buoy[23] or a pitching flap[154]) or a volume of sea water canalized
in a collector, called an oscillating water column (OWC).[73]

The interface is put into oscillation by the wave loads, and it
drives the cyclical deformation of the DEG PTO. In addition
to damping the system oscillations upon control, the DEG

participates in the WEC dynamics through its elastic response.
Large elastomer volumes or high shear moduli of the DE can
dramatically increase the WEC mechanical stiffness, hence lim-
iting the achievable wave-induced deformations.

As a rule of thumb, point absorber WECs should be designed
in such a way that their natural frequency matches the typical
sea wave frequency. This condition, called resonance, is crucial
to achieve efficient power capture from the waves.[156] In
DEG-based WECs, the natural frequency is the result of a balanc-
ing among inertial and hydrostatic loads (due to the primary
interface) and DEG elastic loads.[73,141]

The first point absorber DE-based WEC was proposed and
demonstrated by Stanford Research Institute (USA) and
Hyper Drive Corporation (Japan).[50,148] In 2005, they built a
small-scale demonstrator of a floating buoy WEC with DEG
PTO and tested it at sea. The system, schematically represented
in Figure 19a, included a tubular DEG (300 g DE acrylic material
in total, 0.3 m diameter) connected through one edge to a floating
barge, and through the other to a proof mass. The proof mass
provided the DEG with axial prestretch, whereas the wave-
induced relative motion between the barge and the mass pro-
vided cyclic stretching of the DEG. Tests in mild sea conditions
led to an average power output of 0.25W, with peaks of 1.2W,
though the authors claim that a power of 11W could have been
obtained with higher priming voltage.[148] Other sea tests on
similar or smaller prototypes were then carried out by some
of the same authors,[23,152] which managed to achieve cyclic
energy densities over 100 mJ g�1 in dynamic operating
conditions.[23]

Recently, other theoretical studies and small laboratory dem-
onstrators have been produced in which heaving buoy are com-
bined with multilayer DE stacks[155] or planar uniaxial DEGs.[157]

In addition to that, other point absorbing WECs have been pro-
posed, which make use of different floater (e.g., a pitching flap)
and DEG topology (e.g., diamond-shaped rotary DEG, as shown
in Figure 19b).[154]

WECs based on floating bodies include mechanical compo-
nents and moving parts (e.g., floaters, hinges, etc.) whose com-
plexity might compromise the WEC affordability, in spite of the
advantageous features of the DEG. For this reason, in the past
years, some research groups in the fields of DEs and WECs have
focused their attention on DEGS-based OWCs.[141] An OWC con-
sists in a semisubmerged hollow collector partially filled by a vol-
ume of sea water. Wave-induced oscillations of the column
generate alternate compressions/expansions of a pneumatic
chamber, which delivers pneumatic energy to a PTO system
(traditionally, a bidirectional air turbine).[158] The DEGS-based
OWC exploits the circular diaphragm DEG (Figure 2e) as the
PTO system, as shown in Figure 19c, and it has no moving parts
but the DEGs.

DEG-based OWCs have been systematically studied using
consolidated approaches from the ocean engineering sector.
First, dynamical models were set-up to describe the DEGS-
OWC dynamics and assess its performance.[47] Scaling rules
for dynamically consistent testing of small-scale prototypes[6]

were formulated.[48] Finally, small-scale prototypes were built
and tested in wave tank basins, subject to artificial waves with
scaled frequency and amplitude.[48,73,141]

Figure 18. Overview on wave energy harvesting with DEGs. a) A classifi-
cation of DEGS-based WECs proposed to date. b) Schematic of the general
working principle of a point absorber WEC. Part (a) left: Reproduced with
permission.[23] Copyright 2012, Springer Nature. Part (a) bottom:
Reproduced with permission.[159] Copyright 2017, Elsevier.
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Twomain wave tank campaigns were carried out on fully func-
tional OWC prototypes subject to artificial waves at a scale of
1:40/1:30.[48,73] VHB acrylic was selected as the DE material
for these tests, as it allows simple manufacturing of decimeter-
scale DEGs (DEGs with prestretched diameters up to 390mm
were deployed). The prototypes featured resonant behavior
within the test wave frequency range. This was achieved by
suitably designing the OWC collectors (e.g., L-shaped or
U-shaped collectors, as shown in Figure 19c), so as to counterbal-
ance the DEG’s elastic stiffness with a large hydrodynamic inertia.
In a first test,[73] power outputs of up to 0.87W (with 4.4 g of DE
material) and wave-to-electrical conversion efficiencies of up to
18% were obtained. In a second test, power outputs of up to
3.8W were obtained using larger DEG samples (with 19.5 g of DE
material). Based on dynamic scaling rules, these powers are
roughly equivalent to outputs on the order of 300–600 kW
at full scale. In both tests, the DEGs were driven using an OT
harvesting cycle (Section 3.1), they were subject to maximum
electric fields on the order of 170MVm�1, and converted electri-
cal energy densities of up to 140–190 mJ g�1 per cycle.

Distributed attenuator WECs are envisaged to be completely
free from mechanical parts (in contrast with floating point
absorbers) or rigid structures (in contrast with OWCs), and to
use the DE membranes both as the primary interface and the
PTO. While these concepts aim at exploiting the DEGs’ features
(resilience, low weight, and low cost) at their best, they require
remarkable research effort as they cannot build upon the opera-
tional experience of similar traditional WEC architectures.

A concept of DE-based attenuator has been proposed by SBM
Offshore.[49] The device, referred to as S3, consists in a tubular
structure closed at both ends and filled with pressurized water
(Figure 19d). The structure consists of a set of DEGs obtained
by rolling electrode-coated DE membranes so as to form tubular
segments. The segments are prestretched by water pressurization.
The WEC length is comparable with typical wavelengths, there-
fore, different portions are subject to different hydrodynamic pres-
sures, causing a bulge of fluid to propagate and generate local
radial expansions of the different segments. The water bulge prop-
agates within the tube as a standing wave. By tuning the natural
frequencies of the structure modes, it is virtually possible to
achieve large power capture efficiency in a wide range of sea states.

In 2010, a scaled model of S3 was tested in a wave tank. The
prototype was 0.4 m in diameter and 11m long (roughly, 1/36
the target full-scale length of 200m), and it was made with sili-
cone DE membranes with thin metal-film electrodes.[49] During

the tests, radial strains in DE rings of up to 80% were recorded.
The achieved peak electrical power was 2W, although the
authors claim that a significantly larger power output could have
been obtained if larger electric fields (still much lower than the
BD limit) were applied.

In addition to tank testing, numerical models of the fluid
structure interaction of the S3 device with the waves were set
up,[159] dry-run generation tests on the DEG modules along with
reliability tests were conducted,[49] and layouts of scalable power
electronics were identified (Section 3.3).[125] As an important con-
clusion, the authors suggested that the peak electric field to be
cyclically applied on the DE material should be significantly
lower than the BD value (they suggest a value of 60 kVmm�1

for silicones), for the system to reach a target lifetime on the
order of 20 years (i.e., 45� 106 cycles at the typical wave frequen-
cies). This would lead, in contrast, to convertible energy densities
below 100mJ g�1 (roughly, 10mW g�1 at the waves); hence to
heavier and bulkier designs.

The remarkable research effort conducted so far has demon-
strated that DEGS-based WECs are a promising and potentially
game-changing option for future WECs. However, some crucial
challenges have yet to be addressed to make DEGs a viable option
for wave energy. These include: 1) Development of robust sens-
ing and control strategies (based on self-sensing or external DEG
stretch sensing) and efficient power electronics (Section 3.3)
capable to guarantee a WEC’s functionality in highly variable ran-
dom wave conditions. 2) Systematic investigation of cyclic DEG
lifetime upon electromechanical loading, aimed at identifying
threshold values for the maximum stretch and electric field com-
patible with a lifetime of 106–107 cycles.[67] 3) Synthesis of new
DE materials with optimized dielectric properties, i.e.: larger
dielectric constant (which would provide large energy densities
even at lower safe operating electric fields);[160] or higher
BD strength (which would provide wider safety margins if
electric fields on the order of 100–200 kVmm�1 are applied).[77]

4) Upscaling of the technological processes for DE films
manufacturing, compliant electrodes fabrication, and DEGs
stacking and assembly.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

In this Review, a systematic analysis of the recent developments
on DEGSs is proposed, considering different aspects related to
electromechanics, materials, electronics, and sensing/control.

Figure 19. Some concepts of DEGS-based WECs. a) Impression of a heaving buoy WEC prototype with tubular DEG PTO, deployed by Chiba et al.[148]

b) Pitching flap with diamond DEG PTO, as proposed by Moretti et al.[154] c) OWC with circular diaphragm DEG, as proposed by Vertechy et al.[47]

d) Bulge wave attenuator, investigated by Jean et al.[49]
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DEGSs are a promising technology for the conversion of
mechanical energy into electrical energy with very large energy
densities, good efficiency, and extreme low cost of the constituent
materials. These features have made them an interesting option,
and in the past decades, DEGSs have been studied for harvesting
energy from different types of mechanical sources including
ocean wave energy, human motion, and ambient vibrations.
Several topologies have been investigated that feature different
physical working principles including DEGS based on linear/
rotary motions and inflatable structures. A number of different
harvesting circuits and controllers have been analyzed ranging
from low-cost/compact/milliwatt size devices for portable
applications, up to high-performance/high-efficiency circuits
for kilowatt-scale applications (e.g., energy harvesters from ocean
waves or other renewable resources).

Despite their potential and the efforts done so far, DEGS have
not yet seen their deployment as commercial products and they
are still being studied in laboratories.

The development of DEGS as a viable conversion technology
requires to face a number of challenges that lie ahead. Each of the
different application fields of DEGSs calls for specific priorities.

For small-scale DEGS conceived for wearable/portable power
systems, the relative high operating voltage in the range of
kilovolts is a critical aspects for safety. Solutions should be
devised to reduce voltages of at least one order of magnitude.
To this end, high permittivity DE materials and processing sol-
utions for the production of DE films with thickness of few
micrometers are being studied. Voltage reduction would be also
beneficial with respect to another big challenge for low-power
DEGS, i.e., the study of effective/compact and low-cost solutions
for the step-down electronics to provide a low-voltage usable out-
put. Regarding this challenge, only few circuit topologies have
been analyzed so far and further efforts could bring a large mar-
gin of improvement.

DEGS for large-scale/high-power systems such as those
devised for renewable energy conversion have to face a number
of challenges. While demonstrators developed so far have maxi-
mum dimensions of a few decimeters and power output of a few
watts, significant technological effort is required to hit the target
of meter-size kilowatt-scale DEGSs. This includes the upscaling
of available manufacturing processes for thin-film DE mem-
branes and multilayer dielectric–electrode DEGS assemblies,
the identification of modular architectures which allow for an
independent management/control/replacement of single
portions of large DEGs, and the improvement of large-power
bidirectional direct current electronics able to store the generated
energy and/or deliver it to the electric grid. Moreover, for future
large-scale DEGSs to be competitive with traditional technolo-
gies, the global efficiency should be improved. To this end,
the synthesis of improved dielectric materials (especially sili-
cones) is being studied, with the ambition of achieving improved
dielectric properties, and reduced electromechanical losses.
Implementation of large-scale DEGS-based energy harvesters
requires large amounts of DE materials. To this end, research
on biodegradable materials with low carbon footprint is key to
cope with the environmental challenges that the energy market
is now called to respond to.

In addition to that, the need for improved lifetime is a require-
ment that is common to most applications. Commercially, viable

DEGSs should be able to operate for several millions of cycles
without performance degradation. Future developments on this
topic require, first, the building of a reliable understanding of the
degradation processes of DE under cyclical operation. On this
topic, only few scientific results are available, with most of them
focused on DE actuator applications only. The improvement of
lifetime should then go through the study of new materials and
apposite processing methods for dielectric layers, conductive
electrodes, and their assembly.

The next future will be crucial to confirm the real potential of
DEGSs. Thanks to the knowledge and operational experience
gathered so far, the next few years might witness the spread
of first milliwatt-scale commercial products. These might in turn
trigger DEGS migration towards increasingly large and ambi-
tious markets, finally hitting the target of large-scale renewable
energy harvesting.

Appendix

A1. Energy Balance Equations for DEGs

By relying on an energy balance approach, we hereby
present simple derivations of the equations for the local DEG
response (Equation (2)), the global response of single-DoF
DEGs (Equation (4)), and the maximum convertible energy
(Equation (5)).

A2. Local Description

With reference to Figure 3, we indicate the side lengths (in the
principal directions) of the unstretched membrane portion with
l10 and l20, and its initial thickness with t0. The real stress in a
principal direction is the ratio of the nominal stress and the sur-
face stretch ratio of the corresponding transversal cross section,
namely: σ1 ¼ s1=ðλ2λ3Þ ¼ λ1s1, and σ2 ¼ s2=ðλ1λ3Þ ¼ λ2s2.

Following the approach proposed by Suo,[53] it is possible to
relate the material stresses to the stretches and the applied elec-
tric field via an electromechanical energy balance.

Assuming the electrode thickness negligible, the energy bal-
ance associated with an infinitesimal variation of the DEG patch
configuration reads as follows

ðs1l20t0Þδðl10λ1Þ þ ðs2l10t0Þδðl20λ2Þ þ VδQ

¼ l10l20t0δΨþ l10l20t0δ

ε
2
E2

� (A1)

where the operator δ indicates an infinitesimal variation of a
physical quantity; V and Q are the voltage difference between
the electrodes and the residing charge, respectively. The first
two terms on the left-hand side of Equation (A1) represent the
mechanical work done by the applied stresses on the membrane
(there is no stress in the thickness direction due to the plane-
stress assumption); the third term is the energy supplied by
the power electronics to the DE; the terms on the right-hand side
are elastic and electrostatic potential energy variations, respec-
tively. The equation can be rearranged by noticing that charge,
voltage, and electric field are related as follows: V ¼ t0λ3E and
Q ¼ ελ1λ2l10l20E.
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As the principal stretch variations δλ1 and δλ1 are independent
(e.g., they can be zeroed separately), Equation (A1) leads to the
Equation (2) in the article, which provides the principal stresses
as a function of the stretches and the electric field.

Local formulations can be used to study complex DEG topol-
ogies. This can be achieved by combining the electromechanical
constitutive Equation (2) with well-known equilibrium equations
for continua[55] and a set of boundary conditions.

A3. Global Description

If the deformation kinematics of a DEG is known, a straightfor-
ward computation of the equilibrium load as a function of the
geometrical configuration and the applied voltage can be
obtained through a global electromechanical energy balance,
in the same fashion as Equation (A1).[48] Neglecting electrical
and mechanical losses, the global energy balance for a single-
DoF DEG in correspondence of an infinitesimal state variation
reads as follows

Fqδqþ VδQ ¼ δUel þ δUes, with

Uel ¼
Z
Ω
Ψðλ1, λ2ÞdΩ, Ues ¼

1
2
CDEGV2

(A2)

where Uel, the total elastic energy, is the integral of the strain-
energy function over the DE volume; Ues is the total electrostatic
energy; and CDEG is the DEG capacitance. The terms on the
left-hand side of Equation (A2) are the mechanical work and
the electrical energy supplied to the DEG; those on the right-hand
side represent the total variation in potential energy. Noting that,
CDEG ¼ Q=V , Equation (A2) leads to Equation (4).

Based on energy balance in Equation (A2), the energy gener-
ated by the DEG during its state variation is the difference
between the increase in the stored electrical energy and the
energy supplied to the external circuit, namely

δUes � VδQ ¼ �V2

2
δCDEG (A3)

Energy is positively generated while the DEG capacitance
decreases (i.e., δCDEG < 0), hence motivating the control cycle
shown in Figure 1, which only foresees a charge be present
on the electrodes while the capacitance is decreasing.

A4. Maximum Convertible Energy

Based on the assumptions introduced in Section 2.4 (uniform
stretches; constant BD field, EBD), we compute the maximum
convertible energy for a DEG using Equation (A3). Neglecting
EMIs (i.e., (C 0) coincides with (D) in Figure 4a), the energy con-
verted by the DEG reads as

We ¼ �
I

V2

2
dCDEG ¼ εΩE2

BD

Z
ðCÞ�ðDÞ

dt
t
¼ εΩE2

BD log
ðλ3ÞðDÞ
ðλ3ÞðCÞ

(A4)

where t is the stretched DE thickness, the first circulation integral
is computed over loop (A)–(B)–(C)–(D)–(A) in Figure 4a, and the

capacitance is CDEG ¼ εΩ=t2. This equation immediately leads to
Equation (5).
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